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This Report details the process and outcomes of the Create Phase of
the development of Australia’s third Open Government Action Plan
In particular, it contains the ‘Blended Concepts’ developed during the Create Phase of the
Development of Australia’s third Open Government National Action Plan.
The ‘Blended Concepts’ were developed by the Action Plan’s project team. They are draft starting
points, to support deliberation about what commitments should be part of the third National Action
Plan. They are called ‘blends’, because they bring together Concepts and other information that was
given by members of the public and public servants who participated in workshops during the Create
Phase of the Action Plan’s development, and are informed by the other types of raw data gathered
from the public during that phase.

The Create Phase occurred in February and March of 2020. Its aim
was to ask the public for ideas that could become commitments in
the third National Action Plan
Detail on the Create phase process is in its Raw Data Register, in the Appendix.
The Create phase is the second phase of the Action Plan’s development. It followed the Discovery
Phase, during which Australia’s Open Government Forum raised awareness of the Action Plan, and
gathered initial ideas from the public. In short, the Phase is a structured approach to gatherkng ideas
from the public and public servants, partly in response to the themes identified in the Discovery
phase, and involved face to face and online engagement.
Exhibit: The Timeline for development of the third Action Plan, including where the Create phase fits

You can find further information about:
-

The Open Government Partnership, here: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/

-

Australia’s third national action plan and its development process, here:
https://ogpau.pmc.gov.au/australias-third-national-action-plan-2020-22.
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More than 120 members of the public participated, particularly
through intensive workshops held around the country
The public participated through:
-

Intensive three-hour workshops; and
online submissions, on the National Action Plan’s online engagement space
(https://ogpau.pmc.gov.au/consultations/nap3-online-engagement-space).
The online engagement space opened in February 2020, and remained open until 8 March
2020.

Exhibit: Photos from the workshops. In them, participants brainstormed ideas for Action Plan
commitments, both as individuals and in group discussions.

Exhibit: As part of the Create phase, workshops to generate ideas for Action Plan commitments
were held around Australia in February 2020.
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The public provided four kinds of ideas
Four kinds of ideas were provided in workshops and online through the use Concept templates, Idea
Cloud templates, free text online, and post-it notes.
1

2

Concepts

The most detailed ideas Example:
for NAP3 commitments,
developed by workshop
participants. Concepts
take an idea or
combine ideas and
build them out with
more detail, such as
how the idea will work,
what problem it solves,
and who will benefit.
Online
Ideas with some detail, Example:
Engagement posted online by
Space
members of the public.

3

Idea clouds

Ideas with some detail,
developed by workshop
participants that are
generated by
individuals or through
group discussion.

Example:

4

Post-it note
records

Ideas with little detail,
developed by workshop
participants, through
brainstorming or in
response to specific
questions developed in
the Discover phase.

Examples:
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These ideas became the Create Phase’s key output: ‘Blended
Concepts’ – that is, detailed ideas for commitments
There are 18 Blended Concepts. They were made by synthesising the four types of raw data provided
by participants during the Create phase – particularly the concepts produced in the workshops.
Exhibit: As noted in the infographic below, each type of Raw Data built on each other and ultimately
was formed into this Report’s Blended Concepts.

For ease of reading, the project team divided Blended Concepts it judged as similar into categories:
-

Public participation and public sector capability
Democratic innovation
Integrity
Openness, transparency and information provision
Open government partnership, and
Miscellaneous concepts.

Some important points to note:
-

-

The Blended Concepts synthesise raw concepts that the project team judged to be similar.
They did not involve judgement and analysis from the project team – they are the content
and opinions of participants in the Create Phase – not the Australian Government.
Of course, there may have been other ways to blend them.
Similarly, some could easily be ‘split up’ into several concepts.
However, by blending the Concepts, the project team was seeking to reduce the raw outputs
of the Create phase into a manageable format.
In the Drafting phase, the Open Government Forum will deliberate over the concepts –
which could involve, among other things, splitting them, changing them, and making new
‘blends’.
In particular, some Blended Concepts include several ideas that achieve similar outcomes –
one, several or all of them could be taken forward.
The outcomes of the Forum’s deliberations will be put on the Open Government Partnership
website for public scrutiny.

A blended Concept is reproduced below, with notes on how it was made, to put these points in
context and demonstrate how they work.
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Demonstration ‘Blended Concept’ – showing how they work
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Next steps – the Open Government Forum will deliberate on the
Blended Concepts and then publish the outcomes for public feedback
In the next phase of the Action Plan’s development – ‘Drafting’ – Australia’s Open Government
Forum will, using a deliberative process, consider, refine and shortlist concepts into draft
commitments for the third National Action Plan.
They will then be subjected to further public scrutiny.
Following this, the final draft Commitments will be prepared into a Final Draft National Action Plan
for consideration and decision of the Government.
Further information about next steps is here:
https://ogpau.pmc.gov.au/australias-third-national-action-plan-2020-22

Thank you to the public
Without you, the Create Phase of this work would not have been possible. You generously gave
hours of your time and energy to contribute to Open Government in Australia.
Thanks to you, the Create phase of the development of Australia’s third Open Government Action
Plan has a wide range of interesting and detailed ideas on how we might further open up
government in Australia. They can lead to better accountability, transparency, access to information,
and in all – better outcomes for Australians.
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Blended Concepts – Category one: Public participation and public
sector capability building
In the Create Phase, public participation emerged as a theme. Participants believe that more citizen
involvement in the work of government would improve it, build trust, and would be valuable for our
democracy. Indeed, during the workshops, participants produced more than 50 post it note ideas on
engagement and participation, 12 ideas for more and better placed-based engagement, and 13 ideas
for public forums and citizen juries (approximately 15% of all post-it note ideas). There were also
dozens of ideas to improve government communications – including of government priorities – that
relate to public participation.
Public sector capability building also emerged as a theme from the Create phase, with much
emphasis on improving capability to engage the public and collaborate across government.
Hence the project team established this category. In it, there are a total of five Blended concepts.
-

Annual/once-off citizen participation days
Ongoing formal citizen participation forums for improved citizen deliberation
Centralised consultation platform
Improved and targeted citizen engagement
21st century policymaking – a new policymaking architecture
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Annual/once-off citizen participation days
What is it?
What are the benefits?
A once off mandated day for citizen participation. This includes
- Positive citizen engagement
ideas such as:
- Communities are more
- Deliberation Day: A group of citizens coming together
involved
to discuss a specific policy decision in a focus
- Build trust in government
group/workshop on a public holiday
- Trust in Democratic Government workshop: Workshop
with a series of dialogue sessions to identify measures
the government can adopt to restore faith in the
democratic process
- Hackathon
What problem does it solve?
How does it make people feel?
- Lack of confidence in the democratic process
- Empowered
- Lack of culture of ethics in government and government
- Involved
organisations
- Engaged
- Welcomed
- Inclusive
- Heard
- Understood
- Powerful
- Trusted
- Valued
Who is it for?
Who will deliver it?
- Government departments - APS
- All levels of government
- Communities
- Civil society organisation
- General public
- External facilitator

Blends the following source concepts:
Deliberation Day!
Hackathon
Trust in Democratic Government Project
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Ongoing formal citizen participation forums for improved citizen deliberation
What is it?
A program of new and ongoing citizen
participation forums to work on policy,
programmes and services, including:
- Internal ethics committee made up
of citizens
- Local level town halls combined
with surveys
- Community juries
What problem does it solve?
- Lack of priority placed on
community needs
- Lack of awareness of OGP practices
- Lack of genuine public
participation

Who is it for?
- Government departments - APS
- Communities
- General public

What are the benefits?
- Policy purposes, motivations and uses are
scrutinised and approved before they are
released to the public.
- Better understanding of community impacts as
part of government decisions
- Communities are more involved
- Build trust in government
- Easier to introduce reforms
- Connects government open data with citizens
How does it make people feel?
- Empowered
- Involved
- Engaged
- Welcomed
- Inclusive
- Heard
- Understood
- Powerful
- Trusted
- Valued
Who will deliver it?
- All levels of government
- Civil society organisation
- External facilitator

Blends the following source concepts:
Local leader participation
Hear affected people
Ethics committee with a citizen component as
judges
Community Juries

How will this work?
- Need to have equal members of
selected citizens representatives
- Complementing by positioning an ethic
committee to play a gatekeeper role
and ensure the process is operating as
designed
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Centralised consultation platform
What is it?
A centralised hub where people can see what
consultations/engagements are planned. Similar
to grants connect and business hub it will provide
greater awareness to the wider community.

What problem does it solve?
- Not knowing what is going on/where to
find info on what is happening and the
issue of current consultation practices.
- Consultation
- Ignorance of the process.
Who is it for?
- General Public
- Government to inform community

What are the benefits?
- Opportunity for people to more easily be
informed about engagements happening in
policy areas that they are interested in and
to be informed about future engagements.
- Raises awareness in the wider community
- Inputs are seen by many
- Different views gathered
- More community involvement in
government. Learn how your voice will be
heard.
How does it make people feel?
Empowered
- Valued
- Accountable

Blends the following source concepts:
Centralised consultation hub
Getting it out there
Political education

Who will deliver it?
Possibly a central agency e.g. build on existing
infrastructure such as grants connect
Other options for delivery:
- Educational institutions
- Online delivery
- Promote on websites
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Targeted and Improved Citizen Engagement
Tagline: target citizen engagement for specific policy and projects with improved measures to reduce barriers to civic engagement.
What is it?
What are the benefits?
Blends the following source concepts:
Improved citizen engagement in specific policy
- Citizen’s views are considered
and project development where it is needed
- More robust policies and projects
Mandated Citizen Engagement
where barriers have been reduced.
- Tackle disengagement, making
participation worthwhile
Reduce barriers to civic engagement
Also: Compensation for citizens who participate
- Lifts participation encouraging
in government processes.
government to be more conscious
Stimulus for participation
and respectful of citizen engagement
What problem does it solve?
How does it make people feel?
- Policy and projects should be targeted
- Empowered
to specific community needs and values
- Heard
- Need to broaden our democratic base
- Respected
- Values citizen participation clear
- Valued
- Makes it possible for people to
- Involved
participate who otherwise could not
afford to give up the time
Who is it for?
Who will deliver it?
How Does it Work?
Citizens who:
- Federal Government
Through a suite of measures:
- Are impacted by policy and projects
- Public Service
- Reduce technological barriers
- Presently have little or no say
- Council officers
- Government to provide better feedback
- Would like to participate but can’t due
- Include an initial trial period with
- Increased role of town hall meetings
to time constraints
one or two ministers
- Face to face content
- Improved consultation formats
- Round tables to discuss specific issues
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21st century policymaking – a new policymaking architecture
What is it?
Design a new system for
policymaking/architecture (that includes
public participation). Could be similar to the
Office of Best Practice Regulation’s
methodology, except for all policy, and
include:
- Social impact statement – all
government policies must undertake
and publicise a social impact
statement with a particular response
as to the impact on vulnerable and
marginalised communities
- Cabinet documents could include a
requirement that they state who was
consulted during the process (not just
agencies, but citizens/the public)
- Ways to Co-create tailored metrics for
specific programs and policy
implementation
What problem does it solve?
- Current processes do not produce
outcomes Australians want, and gives
government too much control and
doesn’t hold government to account
for the outcomes
- Minimise unintended consequences

Who is it for?
- General public, especially those
impacted by specific

What are the benefits?
- Accountability, public
participation, improved policy,
programs and services
- Builds trust and confidence in
government

How does it work?
- An Office of Best Practice Policy could be established
to set out how the policy making system works
- Stakeholder/public interest impact statements have to
be prepared for each policy
- Citizen and deliberative process determine format for
policy descriptions and reporting
- Could include general public e.g. by location based
polling around a property development; in office
polling of Centrelink clients re funding levels, service
policy
- Process could be: Policy/project proposal is developed;
risks analysis; environmental impact statement drawn
up; stakeholder impact statement – consultative
process, defining key outcomes/metrics for
stakeholders, policy development (around community
and lived experience) and implementation and
reporting (regular reporting against key outcomes
identified din co-creation process).

How does it make people feel?
- People trust government and
feel we are becoming a more
fair and sustainable society (as
per OECD)
- People feel consulted,
empowered, involved,
informed

Blends the following source concepts:
21st century policy making
Best practice policy development
Social impact statement (SIS)
Cabinet consultation requirement

Who will deliver it?
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-

policies/programs and vulnerable
Australians
Public servants

-

-

Citizens, through a deliberative process, determine a set of outcomes governments are
expected to adhere to (maybe with Sustainable development goals as starting point) + the
accountability architecture
Other information could be gathered from online polls, town halls, mailbox drops to a
geographic area, meetings with community elders
All policies must set out how they contribute to those outcomes
Like
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Blended Concepts – Category two: Democratic innovation
Many participants in the Create Phase were clearly concerned about the state of democracy in
Australia. But participants were also very interested in innovative (and particularly ICT enabled)
reforms to our electoral system, democratic institutions and legal system. While there were not a
huge number of post it note ideas related to this them (for example, some 24 post-it notes on
electoral reform emerged from workshops), they were a far greater share of the more detailed
concepts and idea clouds – clearly participants believed this was an area in which tangible gains
could be made.
In this category, there are a total of four concepts:
-

Direct democracy - Citizen Participation in parliamentary debate and lawmaking
National Legislation Map
Improved Citizen Access and transparency of information
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Direct democracy - Citizen Participation in parliamentary debate and lawmaking
What is it?
What are the benefits?
An online portal that allows new ways for citizens to influence. It
- Adds another way for people to
could allow citizens to:
participate in democracy
- Suggest legislation/amendments, or request existing
- Makes public procurement less
legislation get prioritised (with original ideas that get
open to question
sufficient support being formally draft and considered as
- Government priorities better
legislation by Parliament)
reflect those of community
- Suggest topics for parliamentary debate (with petitions
- Helps citizens understand the
getting X% of support/likes to be put on parliamentary agenda
legislative process
for debate)
Could include an in-person/community cabinet component
- Town halls with public in local schools/send questionnaires or
surveys about problem issues to the public
What problem does it solve?
How does it make people feel?
- Trust in process
- Valued
- Helps ensure national opinion is included at parliament
- Educated, informed and
- Helps get public involved in agenda setting/work of
confident they are aware of who
government
has what rights and
responsibilities and for how much
- Trust in decisions made by
parliament
- Included, respected, important
and empowered

Who is it for?
- All Australians, particularly citizens
- Persons who feel they lack political influence

How does it work?
- For licences: Allow means
to crowd source content,
ensuring it is open for
people to monitor uses and
whether licences are fair
and benefit communities

Blends the following source
concepts:
Digital Referendum
Public participation in agenda
setting
Citizen-driven legislation
Citizen Sponsored Parliamentary
Debate (CSPD)

Evidence based laws and policies
Who will deliver it?
- Could build of experience in Estonia, where a similar approach was
designed by civil society and implemented by a commercial entity pro
bono and supported by government
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OGP Principles: Transparency

National Legislation Map
What is it?
Create a useful, useable map of legislation from Commonwealth,
state and territories and local governments and how they overlap
and are connected
This could include a focus on noting what legislation is in place to
protection human rights – and inform a debate about whether a
Human Rights Act/Bill of Rights is needed in Australia.
What problem does it solve?
- Legislation regulation and processes are confusing,
complex and change over time, with unclear
accountability
Who is it for?
- General public
- Public servants
- Businesses
- International trading partners
- Organisations that claim business in Australia
- Vulnerable people
- Asylum seekers

What are the benefits?
- Enable citizens to know who is
benefiting from our natural
resources and ability to
influence decisions on how
much revenue is generated
and how much is spent

How does it work?
- Needs to be : visual, interactive,
well designed, interpreted in plain
language

How does it make people feel?
- Connected, informed,
educated, like government is
open, and understood

Blends the following source concepts:
National Legislation Map
Human Rights Act/Bill of Rights

Who will deliver it?
- Government, with citizen and industry involvement
- Specifically – Attorney-General’s Department to lead work
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Improved Citizen Access and transparency of information
What is it?
Measures to improve FOI:
- Making FOI affordable and available to all
citizens
- Benchmarking government information
transparency against best practice in
other jurisdictions
What problem does it solve?
- Obtaining accurate information in the
formulation of advice to government
- Lack of information availability and
transparency to citizens
- Lack of transparency in the decision
making of publically elected officials

Who is it for?
- General public
- Public service
- All citizens

What are the benefits?
Better decisions which are easier to implement
- Better trust and confidence in Government
- Better trust in citizens
- Better policy literacy of engagement in decisions
- Opportunity to compare and contrast Australian
practices against other countries

OGP Principles:
Transparency
Citizen Participation

How does it make people feel?
- Confident
- Trusted
- Have ownership of decisions

Blends the following source
concepts:
FOI laws enabling extensive citizen
access
Best Practice information
transparency benchmarking

Who will deliver it?
- Federal and State Governments
- Premier/PM and Cabinet
- APS – government resources and commitment
through legislation
- Representative organisations and civil society
coalitions.

Legally Enforceable transparency
structure
How does it work?
-
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Blended Concepts – Category three: Integrity
Integrity in both government and the public services emerged as a theme in the Create Phase. There
were 24 post-it note ideas to establish an ICAC, 27 to reform donations and campaign financing, 15
on code of conducts/standards for ministers, parliamentarians and public servants, and 22 ideas for
more accountability and feedback mechanisms for the APS (roughly 10% of all post it notes).
In this category, there are a total of four concepts:
-

Anti-corruption Commission, and Integrity Framework (Federal ICAC)
Improved transparency of political connections and influence
Improved transparency of political and campaign donations
Public trust principle
No secret prosecutions and imprisonments
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Anti-corruption Commission, and Integrity Framework (Federal ICAC)
Tagline:
What is it?
- Federal integrity commission to
investigate corruption
- System of processes to hold government
decisions to account
What problem does it solve?
- Lack of government accountability
- Improper/corrupt use of power and
public funds
- Lack of transparency
Who is it for?
- General public

What are the benefits?
- Government accountability
- Assurances of a better fairer government
- Builds trust
- Gives people the opportunity to report feedback
How does it make people feel?
- Empowered
- Confident
- Trusted
- Valued

Blends the following source
concepts:
Government accountability
processes

Who will deliver it?
- Federal Government
- Courts
- Independent body accountable to parliament

How does it work?
- Administered by an
independent body

Integrity framework
Federal ICAC
Federal ICAC
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Improved transparency of political connections and influence
Tagline: improved transparency of board appointments, political donations, lobbyist register, citizen data
What is it?
What are the benefits?
Legislative reform surrounding:
- Economic efficiency and effectiveness
- access to public data,
- Economic transparency
- transparency of board appointments, and
- Transparency of the decision making process
- uniform criteria for lobbyist register
- Democracy more inclusive, transparent and
accountable through digital technology
- Hold decision makers to account
- Government influences shared and accountable
What problem does it solve?
How does it make people feel?
- Improve transparency
- Empowered
- Avoid corruption and undue influence
- Engaged
- Limit vested interest
- Valued
- Low trust in democracy caused by hidden
- Connected
power and influence undermining
- Informed
confidence in democratic process
- Trusted
- Lack of documentation and consistency
- Confident
in reporting
- Happier
Who is it for?
Who will deliver it?
- All Australians
- Federal Government
- Political parties
- Public Service
- Federal government
- Council officers
- Industry/business/corporations
- Include an initial trial period with one or two
ministers

How Does it work?
- Amend parliamentary rules
- Cross governmental contribution
and support
- Utilising a website platform
Specific transparency data including:
elections (polling locations, electoral
boundaries, personal information of
elected members, gift registers, election
results)

Blends the following source concepts:
Transparency of Board Appointments
Make data for democratic participation
open
Lobbyist Register
Tracing Networks of Interest
Citizen data map
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Improved transparency of political and campaign donations
What is it?
Donations to parties, candidates and MPs should be publically disclosed
and easily accessible to everyone, particularly prior to elections.
Legislative reform surrounding transparency of political donations. This
could include uniform laws across Australia regulating political donations.
In particular, property developer donations could be banned.
What problem does it solve?
- Undue influence/ money politics – wealthy individuals and
corporations purchasing government decisions
- Limit vested interests having sway which produces improper
decision
- Lack of trust
- Lack of transparency
- Influence a political process
- Corruption
Who is it for?
- All Australians
- Political parties
- Access for web developers, digital businesses in digital format.

What are the benefits?
- Economic efficiency and
effectiveness
- Social forgiveness
- Public accountability of
candidates and MP’s
- Increase trust and
transparency.
How does it make people feel?
- More confident, better
trust in integrity of decision
making.
- Better economic outcome
= happier people,
politicians.
- Angry or happy, depending
on the findings
Who will deliver it?
- Federal and state
governments/parliaments
- Civil society support

How Does it work?
Suggestions:
- Could be digital and open
source solutions – no cost
involved to encourage use
- Needs consistent donations
legislative requirements across
all levels of government.
- Remove disclosure thresholds.
- Lower caps on donations
- No union or corporate or
industry donations
- Individual donations only

Blends the following source concepts:
Transparency of Donations
Ban Property development donations
Disclosure of political donation at all
levels of government in real time
Campaign Finance Reform
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Public trust principle
Tagline: Providing evidence to assess decision making, building trust in institutions, and holding public officers accountable
What is it?
What are the benefits?
Blends the following source concepts:
- Legislate for Public Officers to be bound
- Reduces corruption
New Trust Measure (evidence based decision
by the Public Trust Principle – which
- Better decisions, which are easier to
making)
would require public officers to advance
implement over time
the public interest, as opposed to
- Trust in public’s ability to contribute to
Public Trust Principle (PTP)
personal interests
improving trust
- This would make the Public Trust
- Trust in government
Necessary Engagement
Principle an enforceable (judiciable)
- Better public understanding of
responsibility of public officers in
government through more information How might we build trust in public institutions
Australia
- Makes it possible to prosecute/litigate
failure to act in the public interest
Public trust principle
What problem does it solve?
How does it make people feel?
- Unethical and corrupt decision making
- More trusting in government
- Lack of information availability and
- Empowered, less weak
transparency to citizens
- Politically engaged, understanding
- Lack of transparency in the decision
language
making of publicly elected officials
- Have ownership of decisions
- Lack of trust which leads to lack of
engagement or counter-productive
engagement
- Weak accountability for discharge of
public responsibility
Who is it for?
Who will deliver it?
How does it work?
- Political parties
- Could be piloted at local
- To ensure the public interest can be
- Citizens
government/council level
determined, Government would have to
- Civil society, retired judges are sources of
- Otherwise, federal government levels
publish and use evidence and data to
support
- Parliament to legislate pending High
assess decision making and against the
Court ‘discovering’ the principle
Principle, for transparency and
- Could be enforced at the initiative of
accountability
citizens
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-

-

-

-

This open data would be made accessible,
relevant, reliable, timely and with
independent information and analysis
It could also include performance
reporting on achievement of objectives
and extent of shortfalls
The public could request rectification of
shortfalls, and otherwise provide
feedback
Alternately, the process for enforcement
could involve 1) identify the
problem/breach, 2) recruit civil society, 3)
launch campaign e.g. petition, legislation,
4) high court decides
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No secret prosecutions and imprisonments
A comprehensive review and reform of all national security, anti-terrorism and bio security laws be conducted to provide that prosecution and sentencing can
only occur in open court and that evidence cannot be suppressed except in the national interest, subject to judicial review.
What is the problem:
Additional context:
It is completely antithetical to openness and transparency to run secret trials and
This power to inquire into personal contacts at any time at a mass
imprisonments in Australia for any reason. It undermines credibility of the Rule of Law.
level can be abused very easily for political ends.
Secret prosecutions may occur under national security, anti terrorism and bio security
laws. While it is in the public interest that certain evidence be with-held, extending this to
the entirety of the process including the existence of that process is complete overreach.
Now we have Australians imprisoned under such laws at present, with no hope of case
review or challenge on the improbable assumption that miscarriages of justice no longer
exist. An "Australian citizen was prosecuted, convicted, and jailed in the ACT last year
(2019) in a process completely hidden from public scrutiny"
These laws can be invoked at any time to apply to the whole population as seems to be the
case with the recent invocation of biosecurity laws for the coronavirus outbreak.
As Attorney-General Christian Porter has said, “For the first time really at a mass level in
Australia, people might be required to give me information about who they’ve come in
contact with at certain points in time,” (3 March 2020)
This power to inquire into personal contacts at any time at a mass level can be abused very
easily for political ends.

Oversight exists through The Independent National Security
Legislation Monitor, (INSLM)and although it "has access to all
relevant material, regardless of national security classification, can
compel answers to questions, and holds public and private
hearings" , this body can only review and report to the Prime
Minister. The INSLM does not deal with complaints, and it has no
powers of sanction. More-over it has few resources. "The INSLM is
a part-time role and is supported by a small permanent staff
located in Canberra."
The only other extant transparency alternative for national security
abuse of powers matters is revelation through whistleblower
reports.
The result is no formal mechanism to actively prevent abuse of
security powers other than by executive government - the same
body which may be perpetrating such abuse. Even Parliament
refused information on the exercise of these powers.

Sources:
1

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/nov/20/author-who-tried-to-help-mysteryprisoner-publish-memoir-hits-out-at-secret-trials.
1
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/03/coronavirus-what-legal-power-does-theaustralian-government-have-to-respond-to-the-threat
1
https://www.inslm.gov.au/about
1

The Australian national security, anti-terrorism laws and bio
security laws are draconian in capacity and can easily become
police state laws unless there are strong checks and balances
starting with openness and transparency

Ibid
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Blended Concepts – Category four: Openness, transparency and
information provision
Access to information, openness and transparency were clearly important to Create Phase
participants. For example, there were around 80 transparency related post it note ideas, 70 related
to openness (particularly open data), and 40 related to FOI and access to information. Combined,
these make up over a third of all post it note ideas.
Importantly, participants did not see openness, transparency and access to information as things
that improve democracy. Rather, they could also help foster innovation in Australia.
In this category, there are a total of five concepts:
-

Openness portal for transparency
Openness portal for innovation
Open collaboration forum
Better Services/information sharing through an online portal
Sign and Ratify the Aarhus Convention
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Openness portal for transparency
What is it?
An online portal that steps out government processes, including
- Contracts/tenders
- Policy development processes
- Licences/regulations
Would pinpoint opportunities for consultation, steps of process,
what’s required at each step, who can be involved when, real time
tracking, reasons for delays, and expected timeframes
- For contracts: Would provide more info about purposes of
contracts and more consistent and better data
- For licences: Could include openness for Water licences –
information on the process, ability to change
agreements/licences
What problem does it solve?
- Educates about government and industry/persons who
receive licences/tenders/contracts
- Improve transparency
- People know how they can participate
- Builds trust
- Reduces confusion
- Reduces time wasting
- Opaque processes like licencing, labour hire/consulting
arrangements (last APS wide audit of labour was in 2008 by
ANAO), and tendering

What are the benefits?
- Makes government processes
clear to the public, improves
transparency, tracks processes in
real time
- Makes public procurement less
open to question
- Helps communities understand
who has rights through licences,
e.g. through water licences to
natural resources in their
community
- Fights corruption
How does it make people feel?
- Engaged/consulted, informed,
confident
- Educated, informed and
confident they are aware of who
has what rights and
responsibilities and for how much

How does it work?
- Agencies would have to
collect data in a consistent
manner for the various
openness initiatives, but it
is centrally collated and
published as a data cube
- For licences: Allow means
to crowd source content,
ensuring it is open for
people to monitor uses and
whether licences are fair
and benefit communities
Blends the following source
concepts:
Open process

Who is it for?
- Business/industry, in particular small businesses who wish to
provide goods and services to government
- Public/applicants
- Communities seeking to engage

Who will deliver it?
- Austender
- APSC
- Departments administering programs e.g Dept of Environment tracks
applications under environmental legislation
- Dept of Finance for contract/procurement related openness initiatives

Make open contracting a reality
Open water licences
Improved Austender reporting
Public reporting on APS contractors,
consultants and labour hire
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Openness portal for innovation
What is it?
An online portal that provides access to government information to
encourage innovation (as well as transparency). It could include:
- An Open Research Hub: A policy, service & platform to collect,
share and publish research conducted by governments, and data
and information used in evidence bases etc
- An Open Budget creation function where the public can create or
suggest their own Budget ideas/measures
- An Open Document Access section, which provides all
documents in process and completion for live public review and
comment, with no exceptions

What problem does it solve?
Open Research hub:
- people can’t access research conducted by govt – lack of
transparency = no trust
- people are duplicating effort and there is participation fatigue
- fast track projects
- wasted costs and resources
Open document access:
- Total transparency builds accountability and trust, and provides a
dramatic increase in government policy implementation
Who is it for?
All of the general public, especially members of civil society
organisations. More specifically: Public servants, researchers, service
providers, communities, citizens, people working on place based
decisions
-

What are the benefits?
- This provides total
government transparency
across all areas for public
consumption and comment.
- With total transparency, there
is total trust
- If you don’t have anything to
hide, what do you have to
fear?
- Make it easier for people govt
and service providers to share
research and data – build trust
in govt.
How does it make people feel?
- Nervous, edgy, curious,
concerned
- As though they are being
listened to
- Heard, valued, useful, feel like
have been listened to and
contributed
- Efficient, thorough

How does it work?
- After a short preparatory
period, all government
documents would be live
and digitally accessible by
the public for review and
comment
- Concerns around volume of
data and creation of a greysystem of offline policy
development

Blends the following source
concepts:
Open budget creation
Open document access
Open research hub

Who will deliver it?
- Technological implementation with refinance on median output
- Cross collaboration between feds, state and territories and local govt
– should be open source/national hub funded by feds
- Platform – could publish what research is coming up so people can
sign up for participation]
- Local communities can contribute their own research to contribute
to evidence base
29
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Open collaboration forum
What is it?
A capability building initiative for open data
from government.

What are the benefits?
- Useful open data roadmap
(requested/required data)
- Gap analysis from community perspective
- Collaboration to spur innovation
- Outputs benefit the community

What problem does it solve?
Participation – open invite

How does it make people feel?
- Inclusive
- Transparency/trust in govt
- Being heard
- Empowered
- respected

Transparency – gov status update/reporting
Accountability – agree actions, report back

Who is it for?

How does it work?
- Open invite
- Opportunity for community to be heard
- First forum govt presents on current open
data road map/initiatives (how it is
addressing open govt)
- Invite community to express issues related
to open data
- Agree actions
- Report back
Blends the following source concepts:
Open (OGPA) Collaboration forum

Who will deliver it?
Social investment – civil society and govt – not sure which agency?

Initially data community – gov, developers,
startups, app builders, map providers, vendors
+ interested public
Could be expanded to address all open
government themes
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Better Services/information sharing through an online portal
What is it?
Tagline: A google for government - a place for people who have a
problem, but don’t even know where to start to get a solution. It would
reduce entry points to government to a single portal.
Could include:
- a one-stop shop where a life event is selected that will navigate
you to the available services for Federal/State services
- with referral options in person, including to MLA; as well as
tools/expertise to get started solving your problem
- In person referral could include: A group of multidisciplinary
experienced individuals to greet client upon first entry into an
organisation and maintain a relationship until service is
complete.
- A feedback mechanism – for example, for MyGov

What are the benefits?
- A way to get started
- Commitment to follow-up
- Avenues for participation and
stakeholder engagement
- The clients and their families will
trust the government because of
the quality service experienced.
- Health records more accessible
for the elderly for example
- Government be more accessible
and promoting available services.
Trust comes with participation
and closing the loop

How does it work?
- Could draw on ACT
Government’s ‘Have your say’
channel
- Could be supported by an
information campaign – like
‘Slip slop slap’ but for access
to government
- Citizen jury/workshop process
could be used to design it
- Could be delivered at the Post
Office, with the staff there as
a government guide/concierge

What problem does it solve?
How does it make people feel?
Blends the following source concepts:
- Overcomes problem of multiple channels
- Equal, approachable, simple,
Starting blocks – better access to
- Overcome complexity of government for users – particularly
clear
government
when you don’t know when to start
- Valued, unique and important. A
- Facilitating right service
part of your own recovery.
The Right Touch
- Demystifying paperwork
- Engaged, valued and
- Inefficiencies in user experience and ability to give feedback
independent decision making
Enhancing Feedback (from MyGov)
- Government in closed and processes are complex. People find it
being fully informed. Is easier
hard to find information and when they do it’s hard to
with simple access for available
Collaborative Service Simplification
understand and full of jargon.
services.
Who is it for?
Who will deliver it?
- General public
- Federal parliament – in collaboration with state agencies
- People who have a problem they think can be solved by
- Members’ offices (MPs and Senators)
government, especially those in need
- Identified persons with the right experience and qualification.
- Government areas that solve problems
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Sign and Ratify the Aarhus Convention
What is it?
Australia should become an signatory to and ratify the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe Convention on
Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making
and Access to Justice in Environmental Issues referred to as the
Aarhus Convention (as is was established in the Danish city of
Aarhus in 1998). The Convention gives rights to the public
(individuals and their associations) with regard to the
environment.
It is a global convention noting Article 19.3 of the Convention
provides that any country that is a member of the United
Nations may accede to the Convention upon approval by
the meeting of the Parties.
The Convention allows citizens to access environmental
information, the right to participate in environmental decisionmaking, and have access to justice on environmental matters.
What problem does it solve?
- Promotes environmental education and encourages
public awareness of, and participation in, decisions
affecting the environment and sustainable
development.
- Lack of transparency and accountability surrounding
environmental decisions.
- Protection of the environment.
Who is it for?
- General public
- Government departments – Federal, State and Local
- Non-government organisations
- Industry associations

What are the benefits?
- Transparency and
accountability surrounding
environmental issues
- Public awareness and
education of environmental
issues
- Environmental benefits for
present and future
generations
- Greater public participation
in decision-making of
environmental issues.
- Strengthen public support in
decisions surrounding the
environment
- Contribute to the
sustainable development of
Australia.
How does it make people feel?
- Empowered
- Involved
- Engaged
- Included
- Heard
- Understood
- Valued
Who will deliver it?
- All levels of government
- Legislative bodies

Blends the following source concepts:
None – was a standalone concept.
Raw data from post-its and idea clouds raised
environmental issues. This included
accountability, as well as making
environmental data public to improve
opportunity for community engagement and
encourage better decision-making.
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Blended Concepts – Category five: Open government partnership
During the Discover phase of the development of the third National Action Plan, it became clear that
persons involved in the Open Government Partnership in Australia still saw it as valuable, but with
potential to improve.
Similarly, during the Create phase, many participants had ideas to improve the Open Government
Partnership in Australia.
In this category, there are a total of two concepts:
-

Legal enforcement and additional transparency of OGP commitments – starting with the
EITI.
Open Government Partnership podcast.
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Legal enforcement and additional transparency of OGP commitments – starting with the Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative
What is it?
A mechanism to make OGP commitments – current and past –
legally enforceable.
As a starting point, the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
(EITI) should be enforced/revisited.
Could be supported by standardised Strategic Communication
Framework methodology for communication sections in all
government agencies with a focus on sharing how projects link to
the OGP principles.

What problem does it solve?
It provides a strong accountability mechanism to ensure OGP
commitments are fulfilled and can be a part of a federal ICAC.
OGP commitments no longer get stuck as ‘delayed – incomplete’
Strategic Communications framework:
- Overcomes problem of multiple channels
- Overcome complexity of government for users
- Approach risk
Who is it for?
- The whole public
EITI re-commitment would be for, in particular:
- Extractive industries
- Communities affected by extractive operations
-

What are the benefits?
How does it work?
- Ensures OGP commitments are
OGP commitments could be
completed
legislated. The mechanism would
- Enable citizens to know who is
reside in a Federal ICAC and would
benefiting from our natural
have legislative power to compel
resources and ability to influence
agencies to complete commitments.
decisions on how much revenue is
generated and how much is spent. Evidence-based methodology for
Comms Framework:
whole of govt comms. Should be
A standard, strategic, government funded
adopted by all agencies, and be the
plan for sharing about how every project
standard process for all comms
links to the OGP.
How does it make people feel?
Blends the following source
They would feel assured that there is an
concepts:
accountability mechanism.
- For the EITI: Increase trust in
Open government partnership – legal
government’s management of
enforcement
public resources
- Increased trust that royalties and
Genuine Commitment to the EITI
taxes are benefiting the public
- Through the Strategic Comms
Strategic Communication Framework.
Framework: Equal, approachable,
simple, clear
Who will deliver it?
- Delivered by DPMC supported by a multi-stakeholder group.
- Federal parliament
- Members’ offices (MPs and Senators)
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Open Government Partnership podcast
What is it?
Launch an OGP podcast channel and distribute it through
all government owned and third party channels.
Inviting government, public sector, civil servants and
people in a two way dialogue to discuss how their work
increases government transparency, responsiveness and
accountability to citizens.
What problem does it solve?
- Transparency
- Trust and support
- Engagement/dialogue
- Awareness
- Participation

Who is it for?
- Citizens – channel to hear from and engage with
- People who have a problem they think can be
solved by government
- Government areas that solve problems

What are the benefits?
- Makes government processes clearer to the
public, improves transparency, tracks
processes in real time

How does it work?
Approve > Collaborate

How does it make people feel?
Blends the following source
- Like government is interested in engaging
concepts:
with them
None – was a standalone concept.
- Government is showing how OGP drives
See:
every piece of work
Open Government Partnership
- Effort towards educating and being account Podcast
being made
- Greater trust in government
Who will deliver it?
OGP Secretariat (can partner with private sector to produce)
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Blended Concepts – Category six: Miscellaneous concepts
These are concepts that:
-

Did not blend with other concepts;
Do not yet have the level of detail necessary to stand alone; and/or
While good ideas in principle, may not fall into the remit of Open Government

In total, there were 3 miscellaneous concepts:
-

Real men/women of value
Reconceptualise employment
Developing regional/remote areas for new immigrants

These concepts are reproduced below, in their entirety.
Recommendation:
That the forum:
-

Note these Concepts; and
Consider whether how they, or parts of them, might blended into other concepts.
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Reconceptualise Employment
Tagline: a change in employment is needed in order to survive technological changes e.g. AI. This will improve people self-worth and mental health.
What is it: the future of work
will be many people engaging in
productive pursuits in many
different ways not just a paid
job.
What problem does it solve?:
If we just look for the “right
jobs” as most jobs are
replaceable by AI, we are
chasing a fiction.

What are the benefits?
Jobs currently define peoples self-worth, leading to
depression where there aren’t enough jobs.
How does it make people feel?
A broader view of employment will raise people’s
sense of self-worth.
Who will deliver it?
It will affect the language, structure and goals of
policy and legislation in social security and
employment/industrial realms.

Who is it for?
If we expand the concepts of
work, then volunteering and
other creative endeavours can
be valued
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Real men/women of value
What is it: Courses
What problem does it solve?
1. We go beyond the classroom
2. Mentorship
(personal touch)
3. Life coach
Who is it for?
1. Women
2. Men

What are the benefits?
- Improve Australia’s position in the
world as a transparent government
- Reduce fraud and corruption to
[illegible] $ bns
- Increase trust and transparency.
How does it make people feel?
1. Valued
2. Empowered
3. Releasing (to help others)

Draw a picture:
Who will deliver it?
1. Church
2. Endorsement
3. Funding
4. Partnership
5. Experience individual and living a life
of success – family, marriage, finance
etc.
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Developing regional/remote areas for new immigrants
Tagline: Making immigration policy that asks new immigrants to settle in regional areas more effective.
What is it: A policy or programme
to develop the facilities and job
opportunities in regional areas to
cater for the states of economics
now with immigrants living in
regional areas
What problem does it solve?:
- Decrease the gap between
mega/large cities and
regional areas
- Unemployment
- The pressure of large cities
Who is it for?
- Residents in regional areas
- Immigrants who are forced
to live in remote areas

What are the benefits?
- Develops remote areas
- Increases job opportunities
How does it make people feel?
- Large cities like Sydney or Melbourne have less
pressure of housing and traffic
- People in remote areas can benefit
Who will deliver it?
The federal government and local governments
How does it work?
1. To identify the areas which should be
developed as a priority such as TAS and NT
2. To build facilities such as houses and
shopping centres
3. To pay attention to the number of new
comers into the areas
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Appendix – The Raw Data Register,
that is, the data the Blended
Concepts were made from
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Purpose and guide to the Raw Data Register
This document contains the raw data collected during the Create phase of the development of Australia’s third Open Government National Action Plan.
Its purpose is to add to the transparency of the Action Plan process, in particular to allow the public to know what information, processes and assumptions
were and will be used during the Action Plan’s development.
The Create phase is the second phase of the Action Plan’s development. It followed the Discovery Phase, during which Australia’s Open Government Forum
raised awareness of the Action Plan, and gathered initial ideas from the public.
Further detail on the development of the Action Plan is below:
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You can find further information about:
-

The Open Government Partnership, here: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/
Australia’s third national action plan and its development process, here: https://ogpau.pmc.gov.au/australias-third-national-action-plan-2020-22

Overview of the Create phase process and how raw data was gathered
The raw data was derived from:
-

workshops with public servants and the public; and
online submissions, on the National Action Plan’s online engagement space (https://ogpau.pmc.gov.au/consultations/nap3-online-engagementspace).

The online engagement space opened in February 2020, and will remain open until 8 March 2020.
The workshops were held throughout February 2020 at key locations around the country, and included approximately ~120 participants (members of the
public and public servants).
Canberra – 6 February 2020
Melbourne – 12 February 2020 (organised by the Accountability Roundtable)
Launceston – 14 February 2020
Townsville – 21 February 2020
Brisbane – 25 February 2020 (organised by the Accountability Roundtable).
Perth – 26 February 2020
Sydney (two workshops) – 28 February 2020
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There are four types of raw data gathered
1

Concepts

The most detailed ideas for NAP3 commitments developed by workshop participants.
In the next phase (Drafting),:
- Similar concepts will be blended into each other by the Action Plan’s Project team (to narrow them down to a
manageable number); and
- These “Blended Concepts” will be presented to the OGP Forum for consideration, refinement, and shortlisting.
- They will then be posted on Australia’s Open Government Partnership website for further public scrutiny.

2

Online Engagement
Space

3

Idea clouds

4

Post-it note records

Ideas with some detail, posted online by members of the public. They are here:
- For information; and
- their relevant detail will be added into the Blended Concepts
Ideas with some detail, developed by workshop participants. They are here:
- For information; and
- their relevant detail will be added into the Blended Concepts
Ideas with the least detail, developed by workshop participants, sorted into themes for ease of navigation.
- For information;
- Their relevant detail will be added into the Blended Concepts; and
- They will help prioritise relevant Blended Concepts.

Each type of raw data is explained in more detail below.
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1 - Concepts
Overview of Concepts
These are most detailed ideas for Action Plan commitments developed by workshop participants.
67 concepts were developed. They are below (listed in no particular order):
Hackathon
Stimulus for participation
Federal ICAC
Starting blocks - Better access to government
Citizen-driven legislation
Strategic communication framework
Best practice policy development
Open process
21st century policymaking
Open government partnership podcast
Open government partnership – legal
enforcement
Developing regional/remote areas for new
immigrants
Ethics committee with a citizen component as
judges
Public Trust Principle (PTP)
Centralised consultation hub
New trust measure (evidence based decision
making)

Social Impact Statement (SIS)
Trust in democratic government project
Citizen data map
Open water licences
Government accountability processes
Make open contracting a reality
Transparency of board appointments
Deliberation Day!
Help for citizens monitoring government
Hear affected people
Local leader participation
Public participation in agenda setting
Human Rights Act/Bill of Rights
Public reporting on APS contractors,
consultants and labour hire
Improved Austender reporting
Integrity framework
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Necessary engagement
Transparency of donations
Reduce barriers to civic engagement
Mandate citizen engagement
Citizen sponsored Parliamentary Debate
(CSPD)
Lobbyist register
Best practice information transparency
benchmarking
Campaign finance reform
FOI laws enabling extensive citizen access
Tracing networks of interest
Reconceptualise employment
Evidence based laws and policies
Community Juries
No secret prosecutions and imprisonments
Establish an ICAC
Enhancing feedback (from Mygov)
Open (OGPA) collaboration forum
Open research hub

Federal ICAC
Cabinet consultation requirement
Open budget creation
Digital referendum
Political education
The right touch
Legally enforceable transparency structure
How might we build trust in public
institutions
Genuine Commitment to EITI (Extractive
Industries Transparency Institute)
National Legislation Map
Collaborative Service Simplification
Make data for democratic participation open
Disclosure of political donation at all levels of
government in real time
Ban property developer donations
Real men/women of value
Getting it out there
Open document access
Public trust principle
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The Concept development process
At tables of 3-5, participants were asked to fill
out the following template to make their idea
one that could be considered as a
commitment in the third Open Government
Action plan. They had 30 minutes to one hour
to do so.
The template includes a number of prompts,
to help participants make the ideas as
concrete and detailed as possible, and thereby
increase their chances of being selected as a
commitment for the Action Plan.
This was the final exercise in the workshops.
Outcomes:
- A volume of detailed ideas were
developed for consideration as
possible commitments for the third
National Action Plan

Next steps – similar concepts will be ‘Blended’ into a more manageable number
In the next phase (Drafting):
-

Similar concepts will be blended into each other by the Action Plan’s Project team (to narrow them down to a manageable number); and
These “Blended Concepts” will be presented to Australia’s Open Government Partnership Forum for consideration, refinement, and shortlisting.
They will then be posted on Australia’s Open Government Partnership website for further public scrutiny.
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Raw content from the Concepts
Note: In some instances, for ease of reading, we have rearranged some of the Concept’s raw content during transcription. This was mainly only moving
some content to become a ‘tagline’ for the Concept. A photo of the original concept is available for each transcription, and can be checked.

Hackathon
An external event that brings civil society, app developers, citizen data scientists, journalists from all over Australia (regional and urban) to increase
participation from citizen engagement with government open data.
Tagline: Open government does not win votes. But it could…
What is it: A program
What problem does it solve?: Builds trust – through
government involvement in helping citizens
understand their service delivery

What are the benefits?
Helps engage with citizens. It connects
government open data with citizens.
How does it make people feeling?
Engaged, empowered, welcomed, inclusive.
Who will deliver it?
Government in collaboration with third parties
(Hackathon) organisers to deliver the program.
Additional notes:
Draws inspiration from GovHack, though with a
different focus
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Stimulus for participation
Tagline: Value the time/effort contribution of participating citizens
What is it: Compensation for citizens
who participate in government processes

What problem does it solve?: Makes the
value of participating clear; and makes it
possible for people who can’t otherwise
afford to give up time
Who is it for?
- Citizens who’d like to participate
but can’t due to time constraints

What are the benefits?
- Lifts participation and encourage government to
be more conscious of and respectful of citizen
participation.
- Improves quality of participation processes and
outcomes.
How does it make people feel?
Valued, and pleased they can be involved.
Who will deliver it?
Federal government, although could be taken up by any
level of government.
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Federal ICAC
Tagline: An independent and powerful watchdog that will hold people to account for better and fairer government.
What is it: Develop a powerful
Federal integrity commission
that can investigate corruption.
It has overarching
responsibilities for the conduct
of Federal MPs, staff and
Commonwealth departments.

What are the benefits?
- Assurances/better and fairer government
How does it make people feel?
Valued, and pleased they can be involved.
Who will deliver it?
Federal government, although could be taken up by any level of
government.

What problem does it solve?
- Concern about the lack of
accountability for
Government must introduce and legislate the development of an ICAC
improper or corrupt use of – its success depends on its ability to react/meet the expectations of
power and public funds
society.
- Improves transparency
and reduces corruption
Who is it for?
- All Australians – to seek
remedies for corrupt and
improper conduct
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Starting blocks - Better access to government
Tagline: A google for government - a place for people who have a problem, but don’t even know where to start to get a solution
What is it: Entry points to
government – single portal,
with referral options in
person, including to MLA; as
well as tools/expertise to get
started solving your problem
What problem does it
solve?:
- Overcomes problem of
multiple channels
- Overcome complexity
of government for
users

What are the benefits?
- A way to get started
- Commitment to follow-up
- Avenues for participation and stakeholder engagement
How does it make people feel?
Equal, approachable, simple, clear
Who will deliver it?
- Federal parliament
- Members’ offices (MPs and Senators)
- Could be delievered at the Post Office, with the staff there as
a government guide/concierge
Additional notes:
Could draw on ACT Government’s ‘Have your say’ channel
Could be supported by an information campaign – like ‘Slip slop slap’
but for access to government

Who is it for?
- People who have a
problem they think can
be solved by
government
- Government areas that
solve problems
Note: The participants who developed this Concept declined to use the Concept template noted above.
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Citizen-driven legislation
Tagline: Citizens suggest legislation/amendments through a parallel process to parliament, with those with sufficient support being formally drafted and
considered as legislation by Parliament
What is it: Introduces direct
democracy ‘valve’ lifting
priority of niche legislative
areas important to citizen
groups while reforming
authority in parliament.
What problem does it
solve?:
- Current
policy/legislative
processes ignore areas
important to citizen
groups
- Citizens don’t
understand the
legislative process of
its impact

What are the benefits?
- Improves engagement across political spectrum.
- Ensures citizen priorities are considered by parliament directly
- Drives more democratic engagement
How does it make people feel?
More included in the process –
Who will deliver it?
Could copy Estonia, where this approach was designed by civil
society and implemented by a commercial entity pro bono and
supported by government.
How does it work?
Legislation ideas should go through a series of hurdles to build
support, then sufficiently supported to move to drafting and
consideration of consequences [obscured???]

Who is it for?
- General public
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Strategic communication framework
Tagline: standardised methodology for communication sections in all government agencies with a focus on sharing how projects link to the OGP
principles.
What is it: Evidence-based methodology for
What are the benefits?
whole of govt comms. Should be adopted by all A standard, strategic, government funded plan for
agencies, and be the standard process for all
sharing about how every project links to the OGP.
comms
How does it make people feel?
What problem does it solve?:
Equal, approachable, simple, clear
- Overcomes problem of multiple channels
- Overcome complexity of government for
Who will deliver it?
users
Federal parliament
- Approach risk
Members’ offices (MPs and Senators)
Who is it for?
- People who have a problem they think can
be solved by government
- Government areas that solve problems
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Best practice policy development
Tagline: An office of Best Practice Policy
What is it: Co-creation of
tailored metrics for specific
programs and policy
implementation.
What problem does it solve?:
Helps those who don’t
understand how and why
decisions are made,
increasing trust in decisions
by participation and
openness
Who is it for?
- General public e.g.
location based polling
around a property
development; in-office
polling of Centrelink
clients re funding levels,
service, policy
- Public servants –
providing guidelines for
best practice

What are the benefits?
Helps community involvement and participative democracy
How does it make people feel?
Consulted – involved – empowered – informed
Who will deliver it?
Delivery from government (or independent agency) to consult key
stakeholders and communities as part of a stakeholder impact
statement and articulating key metrics or info that is important to
stakeholders
How does it work?
1) Policy/project proposal
2) Risk analysis; environmental impact statement; stakeholder
impact statement – consultative process, defining key
outcomes/metrics for stakeholders
3) Policy development (around community and lived
experience)
4) Implementation and reporting (regular reporting against key
outcomes identified in co-creation process).
Additional info:
Similar to Office of Best Practice Regulation methodology, and could
include online polls, town halls, mailbox drop to a geographic area,
meeting with community elders. Could provide reports and advice to
government, published online for public reference.
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Open process
Tagline: An online portal that steps out each government process, pinpointing opportunities for consultation, steps of process, what’s required at each
step, who can be involved when, real time tracking, reasons for delays, and expected time frames
What is it: A technological
(digital) and policy response
to unclear government
processes
What problem does it solve?:
- Understanding
government and
industry
- Improve transparency
- People know when they
can participate
- Builds trust
- Reduces confusion
- Reduces time wasting
Who is it for?
- Business/industry
- Public/applicants
- Communities seeking to
engage

What are the benefits?
- Makes government processes clearer to the public, improves
transparency, tracks processes in real time
How does it make people feel?
Engaged/consulted, informed, confident
Who will deliver it?
Responsibility would sit with relevant departments administering
programs e.g. Dept of Environment creates a website that tracks
applications under environmental legislation
How does it work?
Application
Stage: 1
What’s required to
be submitted

Assessment
2
3
4
Community
engagement points

Approval
5
6

7

Process ends here!
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21st century policymaking
Tagline: to design a new system for policy making with a focus on what Australian’s want and limits the control of the government.
What is it: Design a new
system for policymaking /
architecture (that includes
public participation)
What problem does it solve?:
Current process does not
produce outcomes
Australians want, and gives
government too much
control and doesn’t hold
government to account (for
the outcomes)
Who is it for?
- General public
- Public servants

What are the benefits?
Accountability, public participation, improved policy, programs and
services
How does it make people feel?
People trust government and feel we are becoming a more fair and
sustainable society (as per OECD).
Who will deliver it?
Civil society, as well as government.
How does it work?
Citizen deliberative process determines a set of outcomes all
governments are expected to adhere to (maybe with Sustainable
Development Goals as starting point) + the accountability
architecture. All policies must set out how they contribute to those
outcomes. Stakeholder / public interest impact statements have to
be prepared for each policy. Citizen and deliberative process
determine format for policy descriptions and reporting.
Office of best practice policy sets out how the policy making system
works and [illegible].
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Open Government Partnership podcast
Tagline: Inviting government, public sector, civil servants and people in a two way dialogue to discuss how their work increases government
transparency, responsiveness and accountability to citizens.
What is it: Launch an OGP
podcast channel and
distribute it through all
government owned and third
party channels.
What problem does it solve?
- Transparency
- Trust and support
- Engagement/dialogue
- Awareness
- Participation
Who is it for?
- Citizens – channel to
hear from and engage
with [illegible]

What are the benefits?
- Makes government processes clearer to the public, improves
transparency, tracks processes in real time
How does it make people feel?
- Like government is interested in engaging with them
- Government is showing how OGP drives every piece of work
- Effort towards educating and being account being made
- Greater trust in government
Who will deliver it?
OGP Secretariat (can partner with private sector to produce)
How does it work?
Approve > Collaborate in [illegible]
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Open Government Partnership - legal enforcement
Tagline: Ensuring that OGP commitments are completed.
What is it: It provides a strong
accountability mechanism to
ensure OGP commitments are
fulfilled and can be a part of a
federal ICAC.
What problem does it solve?:
- OGP commitments no
longer get stuck as
‘delayed – incomplete’
Who is it for?
- The whole public

What are the benefits?
- Provides a strong accountability mechanism to ensure
OGP commitments are fulfilled. It can
How does it make people feel?
They would feel assured that there is an accountability
mechanism.

Who will deliver it?
The responsible Minister for OGP.
How does it work?
OGP commitments could be legislated. The mechanism
would reside in a Federal ICAC and would have legislative
power to compel agencies to complete commitments.
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Developing regional/remote areas for new immigrants
Tagline: Making immigration policy that asks new immigrants to settle in regional areas more effective.
What is it: A policy or programme
to develop the facilities and job
opportunities in regional areas to
cater for the states of economics
now with immigrants living in
regional areas
What problem does it solve?:
- Decrease the gap between
mega/large cities and
regional areas
- Unemployment
- The pressure of large cities
Who is it for?
- Residents in regional areas
- Immigrants who are forced
to live in remote areas

What are the benefits?
- Develops remote areas
- Increases job opportunities
How does it make people feel?
- Large cities like Sydney or Melbourne have less
pressure of housing and traffic
- People in remote areas can benefit
Who will deliver it?
The federal government and local governments
How does it work?
4. To identify the areas which should be
developed as a priority such as TAS and NT
5. To build facilities such as houses and
shopping centres
6. To pay attention to the number of new
comers into the areas
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Ethics committee with a citizen component as judges
Tagline: To influence ethics prospectively rather than regulate retrospectively.
What is it: An internal
ethics process to
complement the already
existing external
(retrospective) legal and
standards organisations

What are the benefits?
The purposes, motivations and uses are scrutinised
and approved before they are released to the public.
E.g. could have been helpful with the My Health
Record data in analysing the ethical standards
(positives and negative).

What problem does it
solve?
Lack of a culture of ethics
(and therefore
trustworthiness) in
government and
government
organisations.

How does it make people feel?
Trusted

Who is it for?
- Government
departments
Corporations
- Parliament

Who will deliver it?
Government
How does it work?
To make this wrok it is necessary to have the number
of content experts balanced by equal memebrs of
selected citizens representatives. It needs to be
complemented by positioning the ethics committee so
that they do play a true gatekeeper role, and they
need an external audit body to ensure the process is
operating as designed.
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Public Trust Principle (PTP)
Tagline: legislation change for Public Officers to be bound by.
What is it: Legislate for Public Officers
to be bound by the Public Trust
Principle
What problem does it solve?:
- Conventional wisdom &/or legal
precedent claims the principle
cannot be enforced in Australia
Who is it for?
- Public parties (of governance)
- In aims to enable enforceability of
PTP, including at initiative of
citizens

What are the benefits?
- Enforceability of PTP
- Opportunity to establish PTP
- Codify and override apparent legal
precedents
How does it make people feel?
- Empowered
Who will deliver it?
Parliament, via political parties (of
governance) + civil society support for
legislation.
How does it work?
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Centralise Consultation Hub
Tagline: Creation of a hub which allows for better information sharing of the type of engagements happening and the policy area they relate to so that the public
can be better involved.
What is it: A centralised hub where
people can see what
consultations/engagements are
planned. Similar to grants connect
and business hub it will provide
greater awareness to the wider
community.
What problem does it solve?
Not knowing what is going
on/where to find info on what is
happening and the issue of current
consultation practices.

What are the benefits?
Opportunity for people to more easily be informed
about engagements happening in policy areas that
they are interested in and to be informed about
future engagements.
How does it make people feel?
Empowered
Who will deliver it?
Possibly a central agency e.g. build on existing
infrastructure such as grants connect
How does it work?

Who is it for?
- General Public
- Government to inform
community
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New Trust Measure (evidence based decision making)
What is it: using evidence &
unbiased decision making as
measures of transparency
and accountability

What are the benefits?
Delivers decision making policy and oversea local
government. It is a core enabler of deliberative
democracy and AML and corruption detection system.

What problem does it solve?
Ensures unethical and
corrupt decision making is
mitigated during decision
making and implementation

How does it make people feel?
New trust in government.
Who will deliver it?
Local governments, councils, all stakeholders
How does it work?

Who is it for?
- Pilot: local
government/councils
- If applicable: state and
federal government
levels.
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Necessary Engagement
What is it: necessary engagement
What problem does it solve?
- Lack of trust
- Interaction deficiencies
- Information dissemination
Who is it for?
- Everyone

What are the benefits?
- Education
- Value of opinions (belonging)
- Local democracy
- Better election and outcomes
How does it make people feel?
Better worth, politically engaged, understanding
language, trust in “looks”
Who will deliver it?
Media
How does it work?
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Transparency of Donations
Tagline: Limit spending on election campaigns, donations and fundraising.
What is it: legislative reform
What problem does it solve?
- Undue influence
- Limit vested interests
having sway which
produces improper
decision
Who is it for?
- Everyone
- Political parties

What are the benefits?
- Economic efficiency and effectiveness
- Social forgiveness
How does it make people feel?
More confident, better trust in integrity of decision
making.
Better economic outcome = happier people,
politicians.
Who will deliver it?
- Parliament
- Civil society support
How does it work?
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Reduce barriers to civic engagement
What is it: reducing
barriers to civic
engagement

What are the benefits?
Encourage people to become involved: make it worthwhile.
Tackle the disengagement Barry Jones referred to.

What problem does it
solve?
Need to broaden our
democratic base.

How does it make people feel?
Empowered.

Who is it for?
People who presently
have little or no say.

Who will deliver it?
- Government
- Public service
- Council officers
How does it work?
Suite of measures
- Reduce technological barriers
- Government to provide better feedback
- Increased role of town hall meetings
- Face to face contact
- Improved consultation formats
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Mandate citizen engagement
What is it: Citizen
engagement in (specific
major?) policy and project
development.
What problem does it
solve?:
Policies and projects need
to be more specifically
targeted to community
needs and values (rather
than just politician and civil
servant ideas of what the
people need and value).

What are the benefits?
For those policies and projects selected politician and public servants can
better target the specific needs of those impacted. Citizen’s views are
considered. They can be used in designing policies and projects to meet
their needs. Outcome: more robust policies and projects.
How does it make people feel?
Heard, respected, valued.
Who will deliver it?
“Open Government” initially wok with one or two ministers to test
feasibility of idea, what policies and projects would be suitable for citizen
engagement. Investigate what type of citizen engagement would be
appropriate.
How does it work?

Who is it for?
Citizens impacted by the
policies and projects
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Citizen-sponsored Parliamentary Debate (CSPD)
What is it: A petition with X%
signatures (e.g. 5%) can put a topic
on the Parliamentary Agenda for
debate A greater percentage (eg
20%) can lead to a vote.
What problem does it solve?:
Issues in parliament driven by
political parties.
Low engagement between citizens
and political parties.
Who is it for?
Parliamentary procedure.

What are the benefits?
Wider range of ideas for political debate. Substantial
number of citizens agree topic is important.
How does it make people feel?
Happy to have their popular ideas considered by
parliament.
Who will deliver it?
The public and the Parliament.
How does it work?
Amend parliamentary rules. Have regular slot on
Parliamentary calendar for CSPD.
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Lobbyist Register
Tagline: Uniform criteria to achieve consistency in reporting/recording lobbyists
What is it: Uniform criteria all
govt – lobbyist register
What problem does it solve?:
Lack of documentation of
lobbyists and lack of
consistency in
reporting/recording.
Who is it for?
All citizens

What are the benefits?
Helps public, academic and journalists know who is
attempting to influence the government.
How does it make people feel?
More able to discern undue influence.
Who will deliver it?
All state and federal agencies and offices of elected
officials. Civil society already supports the initiative.
How does it work?
Amend parliamentary rules. Have regular slot on
Parliamentary calendar for CSPD.
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Best Practice information transparency benchmarking
Tagline: creating an opportunity to compare and contrast Australia’s practices against those of other countries.
What is it: Benchmarking govt
information transparency
against best practice in other
jurisdictions.
What problem does it solve?:
Improvement of information
transparency and availability to
citizens as continuous process.
Who is it for?
All citizens

What are the benefits?
Opportunity to compare and contrast Australian
practices against other countries
How does it make people feel?
More confident that the government is attempting
to address low trust of public in government
Who will deliver it?
Premiers/PM and Cabinet. Coordination of officers
at state and federal level.
How does it work?
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Campaign Finance Reform
What is it: Uniform laws across
Australia regulating political
donations.
What problem does it solve?:
Money politics: wealthy individuals
and corporations purchasing
government decisions.
Who is it for?
All citizens

What are the benefits?
Greater transparency regarding political funding.
How does it make people feel?
Angry or happy depending on findings.
Who will deliver it?
Federal and state governments
How does it work?
- Individual donations only
- Lower caps on donations
- No union or corporate or industry donations
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FOI laws enabling extensive citizen access
What is it: making FOI affordable and
available to all citizens.
What problem does it solve?:
Publically elected officials lack of
transparency regarding decision
making.
Who is it for?
All citizens

What are the benefits?
Citizens and other interested parties are able to scrutinize
decisions of government and associated processes.
How does it make people feel?
Builds confidence and trust in government.
Who will deliver it?
Federal and state governments.
How does it work?
- Individual donations only
- Lower caps on donations
- No union or corporate or industry donations
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Tracing Networks of Interest
Tagline: Who influences Whom?
What is it: limit government
discretion so as to increase
government
accountability/representativeness.
What problem does it solve?:
If democracy is about deliberation by
discussion of all, hidden power or
influence undermines confidence in
the democratic process.

What are the benefits?
Creates the decisions to hold decision makers to account.
How does it make people feel?
That “the fix” is not always in
Who will deliver it?
ICAC
How does it work?

Who is it for?
Specifically for who/what influences
or tries to influence government
decision making. Target for it and
corporate links.
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Reconceptualise Employment
Tagline: a change in employment is needed in order to survive technological changes e.g. AI. This will improve people self-worth and mental health.
What is it: the future of work
will be many people engaging in
productive pursuits in many
different ways not just a paid
job.
What problem does it solve?:
If we just look for the “right
jobs” as most jobs are
replaceable by AI, we are
chasing a fiction.
Who is it for?
If we expand the concepts of
work, then volunteering and
other creative endeavours can
be valued

What are the benefits?
Jobs currently define peoples self-worth, leading to
depression where there aren’t enough jobs.
How does it make people feel?
A broader view of employment will raise people’s
sense of self-worth.
Who will deliver it?
It will affect the language, structure and goals of
policy and legislation in social security and
employment/industrial realms.
How does it work?
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Evidence Based Laws and Policies
What is it: Laws should be well
informed evidence based rather
than sectional short-term interests
What problem does it solve?:
Political opportunism serving
interests of influential groups not
long term.
Who is it for?
Communities without political
influence especially in areas of
impact (just ice, climate change,
immigration, welfare)

What are the benefits?
Sound informed rational law making processes
How does it make people feel?
Acceptance, trust that decisions are made for the many
not the few
Who will deliver it?
Government and civil society to develop principles
How does it work?
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Community Juries
What is it: community juries
What problem does it solve?:
If democracy is about deliberation
by discussion of all, hidden power
or influence undermines
confidence in the democratic
process.
Who is it for?
Real community engagement

What are the benefits?
The top down approach of government has lead to
disengagement and cynicism. Community juries leads to
engagement.
How does it make people feel?
Valued
Who will deliver it?
Local, State and Federal Government
How does it work?
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Social Impact Statement (SIS)
What is it: All gov.
policies undertake
and publicise a SIS
with a particular
response as to the
impact on vulnerable
and marginalised
communities.
What problem does
it solve?
Minimise
unintended
consequences.
Who is it for?
Sectors of public
impacted by policy
and programs and
vulnerable groups.

What are the benefits?
- Builds trust and confidence in government
- Protects at risk groups
- “protects” policy makers via balancing focus on consideration vs
compliance.
How does it make people feel?
Greater confidence that adequate considerations of impact have been
undertaken.
Sense of empowerment in participating and consideration.
Who will deliver it?
- Requires policy and program makers to engage the public and other
stakeholder groups
- Publish considerations and consequences
- Requires impacted groups to be involved.
How does it work?
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Trust in Democratic Government Project
Tagline: A dialogue projects between Commonwealth public servants, civil society organisations and people with significant public profile

No picture (text only concept)

What is it: A series of dialogue sessions to
build workshop relationships between
those involved in the issue of trust in
democratic government. Ultimately the
project would identify measures
government can adopt to restore faith in
democratic processes.
What problem does it solve?
Decreasing trust in democratic government
unintended consequences.
Who is it for?
Sectors of public impacted by policy and
programs and vulnerable groups.

What are the benefits?
- Builds trust and confidence in government
- Easier to introduce reforms
- Civil society and community members are more willing to accept
outcomes from democratic processes
- Helps civil society identify how they convey their disagreement with a
government decision to others without further undermining faith in
democracy itself
How does it make people feel?
Face-to-face dialogue on difficult issues, such as this, helps to break down
stereotypes and suspicion and build trust in itself.
Who will deliver it?
- Government/civil society
How does it work?
The dialogue would produce recommendations for building trust in
democratic government. It would produce a report for the end of the third
NAP period and would provide a website of its own or a webpage on the
Australian OGP site.
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Citizen data map
Tagline: improved transparency about the information that the government holds and citizen access to this information.
What is it: Information service policy that
provides access to citizens and business
about which government department has
what data and information.

What problem does it solve?
- Lack of clarity about what
information government has and
how they use it
- Access to information
- The fact government doesn’t
know what it has or how secure it
is
Who is it for?
Citizens, businesses, local communities,
industry, government departments.

What are the benefits?
Helps people understand data rights. What information
government has, how it is being used, ability to connect it,
and fill in gaps where required.
How does it make people feel?
Connected, trusted, informed, empowered.
Who will deliver it?
Whole of government National Data Commission and all
information commissioners and government agencies and
departments.
How does it work?
Needs all levels of government to contribute information
but suggest start with an agile approach – could design
national inventory then use tech to visualise.
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Open water licences
Tagline: improves information and understanding on the purpose of open water licences
What is it: Policy, service –
open water licence
information and process,
ability to change
agreements/licences

What problem does it solve?
Water licences are currently
not well understand and
opaque and open to conflicts
of interest and overuse
Who is it for?
General public, governments
at all levels, communities,
investors

What are the benefits?
- Helps communities understand who has rights to natural
resources in their community [illegible].
- Helps government to be transparent, fight corruption and
better communicate
How does it make people feel?
Educated, informed and confident they are aware of who has
what rights and for how much. Adapatoble.
Who will deliver it?
Federal, state and territory governments and communities.
Information service designed with participation of government
and citizens, local communities.
How does it work?
- Crowd source content make sure it is open for people to
monitor uses and whether licences are fair and benefit
communities, not private benefit

.
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Government accountability processes
Tagline: a systematic process to hold governments to account
What is it: System of
processes to hold
government decisions to
account

What problem does it
solve?
Lack of government
accountability – builds trust
Who is it for?
General public

What are the benefits?
- Helps government accountability
- Broadens stakeholder involvement/capability for review
of government decisions
How does it make people feel?
Empowered to challenge bad/corrupt decisions
Who will deliver it?
Courts
How does it work?
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Make open contracting a reality
Tagline: increased transparency on public procurement
What is it: Open contracting –
avoiding any perception that
public procurement is not being
done on a level playing field op

What problem does it solve?
Doubts over effectiveness and
fairness of public procurement
Who is it for?
Certainty the general public –
but more importantly for people
and organisations who would
like to provide goods and
services to government
(hopefully some procurement
will be sourced locally in regions)

What are the benefits?
- It will make public procurement less open to question
How does it make people feel?
It will give people more confidence in the efficacy of public
procurement
Who will deliver it?
- The department of Finance has responsibility for this at the
federal level
- And the equivalent procurement agencies in the states and
territories and other fed departments
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Transparency of Board Appointments
Tagline: To call out the “Mates looking out for mates” mentality in politics.
What is it: transparency of
board appointments (conflicts
of interest and investigating
committees).

What problem does it solve?
Improving transparency and
avoiding corruption, clarity
about who is lobbying for
certain positions. “Mate
looking out for Mate”.

What are the benefits?
- We get to see why certain decisions
were made
- Understand who has the power
How does it make people feel?
- Good – that the mates are no longer
getting off scot free
- No longer sick to the stomach
- Like we no longer held back by
corruption

Who will deliver it?
Who is it for?
Government
- The public
- Police/boards/integrity How does it work?
commissions – Royal
A website platform
Commissions
- Casinos
- Disability CEOs
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Deliberation Day!
What is it: A group of citizens
coming together to discuss a
specific policy decision in a focus
group/workshop on a public
holiday.

What are the benefits?
- More trust

What problem does it solve?
- Building trust
- Genuine participation
- Awareness of the OGP
practices

Who will deliver it?
- Government
- External facilitator

Who is it for?
- The general public

How does it make people feel?
- Empowered
- involved

How does it work?
- Ability to call expert witnesses
- Random citizen selection off electoral role
- Remuneration/incentive
- Reflective component about key issues
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Help for citizens monitoring government
Tagline: an open registers website for government contracts and general government information
What is it:
- An Open Registers website for
contracts and other government
information
- Has a ‘Snap and send’ feature that is, people can take photos of
government information e.g. a
contract on Austender or from a
government website, and send it to
the website, for further
explanation
What problem does it solve?
- Accountability
- Transparency
Who is it for?
Everyone – although industry in
particular benefits from open
contracting (particular small businesses).
Citizens also benefit from transparency
about government initiatives.

What are the benefits?
Better outcomes for government a more competitive field can apply for
tenders.
Improves trust in government.
How does it make people feel?
Educated, empowered, like they have the tools they need.
Who will deliver it?
- Government
- Private sector/other bodies might provide information
- Uses contractual clauses to require private sector/civil society to
provide its information
- Could be supported by a private sector donor interested in
transparency/accountability (maybe BHP?)
Other info:
Could include:
- University contract register
- Commonwealth contract disclosure requirement
- Data sets
- Mandatory education standards
- Mandatory disclosure of information holdings (machine learning
inventories for example)
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Hear affected people
Tagline: ensuring persons who are not as heard get a say in government
What is it: Action in developing policy, designing
operation, implementing policy, reviewing effect

What problem does it solve?: Exclusion of
consequences, concerns, needs that have gone
unnoticed.

Who is it for?
- Public servants, actively seeking out impacts on
the unheard.
- The unheard – asserting their knowledge and
objects

What are the benefits?
Better understand impacts as part of
government decisions, by hearing from the
(otherwise) unheard

How does it make people feel?
Understood, heard, powerful
Who will deliver it?
Local members, civil society organisation, local
government bodies.
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Local leader participation
Tagline: Local leaders participate with the public when setting agendas – hosting monthly town halls with public in local schools, and send
questionnaires/survey about problems issues to the public
What is it: Town halls,
potentially together with
Questionnaire/survey about
the problems/issues of local
public.

What problem does it solve?
It resolves the public’s
prioritised needs.
Who is it for?
- General public residing
in the suburbs

What are the benefits?
Needs of local public is assessed and can be resolved.
Communities will be more participative.
How does it make people feel?
It makes people feel that the government is at least
listening to their problems.
Who will deliver it?
State government/local leaders.
How does it work?
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Public participation in agenda setting
Tagline: Local leaders participate with the public when setting agendas – hosting monthly town halls with public in local schools, and send
questionnaires/survey about problems issues to the public
What is it: Means to get the public
involved in agenda setting/work of
government.

What problem does it solve?
Exclusion of Makes government
more participative.
Who is it for?
General public – members of a
specific community.

What are the benefits?
Government priorities are relevant to
the communities it represents
How does it make people feel?
Included, respected, important and
empowered.
Who will deliver it?
Delivered at a local level by local
members.
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Human Rights Act/Bill of Rights
What is it: legislative framework
that puts a line in the sand as to
the standards of human rights

What problem does it solve?
- Robo debt
- Drug testing on social
security patrons
- Taking advantage of
minority gorups
Who is it for?
- Minority groups
- Vulnerable people
- Asylum seekers

What are the benefits?
- Thos on new start – right to social security
- Positive privacy issue
How does it make people feel?
- Empowered
- Protected
- Safe
- Heard
Who will deliver it?
- Federal Government (Attorney General’s
Office)
How does it work?
Other Info:
- Consultation process
- Broad development process
- Protect against discrimination (LGTBQI+A)
- Protection for free media
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Public Reporting on APS Contractors, Consultants and Labour Hire
Tagline: Mandatory reporting on state of employment in the APS and external contractors.
What is it: agencies and the APS
publically and regularly report on
the number of contractors
consultants and labour hire in a
consistent format.

What are the benefits?
Transparency on use of contractors and a more
informed policy discussion about government
staffing levels.
How does it make people feel?
Growing public concern about extent of
contractors and consultants and impact on
capability.

What problem does it solve?
A lack of public data on how many
contractors, consultants and labour
hire. The last APS wide audit in 2008 Who will deliver it?
by ANAO.
Government, either the APSC or Department of
Finance.
Who is it for?
- General Public
How does it work?
- Government
Agencies collect data in a consistent manner
- Public servants
determined at an APS level on a regular basis. It is
centrally collated and published as a data cube.
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Improved Austender Reporting
Tagline: improved information regarding the purple of Austender
What is it: Austender provides more
information about purpose of contracts and
more consistent, better existing data.

What are the benefits?
Builds more public confidence in
government procurement.
How does it make people feel?

What problem does it solve?
Building trust that contracting process is
accountable and transparent
Who is it for?
- General Public
- Companies

Who will deliver it?
Government
How does it work?
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Integrity Framework
Taglines: to create an Integrity Framework for the Federal Government
What is it:
- Standards (for release and
sharing)
- Funding
- Audit
- Accessibility
- Discoverability

What are the benefits?
How does it make people feel?
Who will deliver it?
How does it work?

What problem does it solve?
- Interest groups
- Can focus on aspects rather
than rely on media as
information source
Who is it for?
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Federal ICAC
Tagline: to form a federal ICAC to improve government accountability
What is it:
A Federal ICAC
What problem does it solve?
- Gap in scrutiny of the
public service, parliament
at federal level focussed
on corruption
Who is it for?
The public.

What are the benefits?
- Makes government accountable
- Builds trust
- Gives chance for people to
complain/report
How does it make people feel?
Trust and confidence.
Who will deliver it?
Government needs to set it up as an
independent body accountable to parliament.
How does it work?
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Cabinet Consultation Requirement
Tagline: having a requirement on cabinet submission documentation stating who was consulted during the process.
What is it:
Cabinet consultation requirement
What problem does it solve?
Better policy outcomes and better
buy-in from the public.
Who is it for?
Cabinet office (indirectly)

What are the benefits?
Enhances community engagement,
consultation and buy-in from the public.
How does it make people feel?
Listened to and engaged.
Who will deliver it?
Each agency that delivers consultation on
part of the process.
How does it work?
Change the cabinet submission form to have
a section to say
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Open Budget Creation
What is it:
Open budget creation

What are the benefits?
- Public creation
- Public Idea

What problem does it solve?
Who is it for?
All

How does it make people feel?
As though we are being listened to.
Who will deliver it?
How does it work?
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Digital Referendum
Taglines: piece of tech for national public participation
What is it:
Create a piece of tech that allows
national participation in law and
policy making.
What problem does it solve?
Trust in process.
Take reflection of national
opinion.
Who is it for?
All Australians

What are the benefits?
Genuine democratic process, reach all people,
all demographics regardless.
How does it make people feel?
Valued
Who will deliver it?
Government and tech industry leaders
How does it work?
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Political Education
What is it:
Political education
What problem does it solve?
Ignorance of the process.
Who is it for?
Every person in Australia.

What are the benefits?
More community involvement in government.
Learn your voice will be heard.
How does it make people feel?
- Valued
- Accountable
Who will deliver it?
- Educational institutions
- Online delivery
- Promote on websites
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The Right Touch
Tagline: increase human contact and connection in organisations
What is it:
A group of multidisciplinary
experienced individuals to greet
client upon first entry into an
organisation and maintain a
relationship until service is
complete.
What problem does it solve?
- Facilitating right service
- Demystifying
- paperwork

What are the benefits?
The clients and their families will trust the
government because of the quality service
experienced.
How does it make people feel?
Valued, unique and important. A part of your
own recovery.
Who will deliver it?
Identified persons with the right experience
and qualification.

Who is it for?
General public but specifically
tailored to those in need.
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Legally enforceable transparency structure
Tagline: create a legally enforceable transparency structure
What is it:
Develop a transparent and
structured approach (legally
enforceable and mandated
authentic engagement
responsive to the rights and
protection of civil society and
adequately resourced) to the
role of civil society and civic
institutions in decision making.
What problem does it solve?
Better decisions made with
access to accurate information
in the formulation of advice to
government.
Who is it for?
The public, public service, civic
institutions and citizens.

What are the benefits?
It results in:
- Better decisions, which are easier to
implement over time
- Trust in public ability to contribute to
better decisions
- Trust in governments
- Better policy literacy of engagement
in decisions
How does it make people feel?
Trust, ownership of decisions and
government.
Who will deliver it?
APS – government resources and commit to
thorough legislation.
Representative organisations and civil society
coalitions.
How does it work?
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How might we build trust in public institutions
Tagline: first need to build trust in public institutions, then citizen engagement will increase
What is it:
- Assess perceptions based on evidence
- Fair, robust and equitable process for
decision making
- Open data which is accessible and
discoverable
- Relevant, reliable, timely independent
information and analysis
- Performance reporting on
achievements of objectives and extent
of shortfalls
- Rectification of shortfalls
- Opportunities for civic feedback

What problem does it solve?
Lack of trust which leads to lack of
engagement or counter-productive
engagement

What are the benefits?
It results in:
- Better decisions, which are easier to
implement over time
- Trust in public ability to contribute
to better decisions
- Trust in governments
- Better policy literacy of engagement
in decisions
How does it make people feel?
Trust, ownership of decisions and
government.
Who will deliver it?
Public service, civil society, political leaders
and accountability agencies
How does it work?

Who is it for?
For all parties involved in the democratic
process.
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Genuine Commitment to EITI (Extractive Industries Transparency Institute)
Tagline: Re-commitment to the EITI
What is it:
Re-commitment to the EITI
What problem does it solve?
Lack of transparency into the
background and integrity of
companies benefiting from
Australian resources. Lack of
transparency into the revenue,
royalties and tax payments of the
extractives industry.
Who is it for?
- Extractive industries
- Communities affected by
extractive operations.

What are the benefits?
Enable citizens to know who is
benefiting from our natural
resources and ability to influence
decisions on how much revenue is
generated and how much is spent.
How does it make people feel?
Increase trust in government’s
management of public resources.
Increased trust that royalties and
taxes are benefiting the public.
Who will deliver it?
Delivered by DPMC supported by a
multi-stakeholder group.
How does it work?
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National Legislation Map
Tagline: create an interactive platform which shows the legislation from all levels of government and how they interact.
What is it:
Create a useful, useable map of legislation
from commonwealth, state/territories and
local governments and how they overlap and
are connected.

What are the benefits?
Enable citizens to know who is benefiting
from our natural resources and ability to
influence decisions on how much revenue is
generated and how much is spent.

What problem does it solve?
Legislation regulation and processes are
confusing, complex and change overtime and
accountability unclear.

How does it make people feel?
Connected, informed, education, open and
understood.

Who is it for?
- Everyone
- Public servants
- Businesses
- Citizens
- International trading partners
- Organisations that claim business in
Australia

Who will deliver it?
Government with citizen and industry
involvement.
How does it work?
Need to make it: visual, interactive, well
designed, interpreted in plain language
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Collaborative Service Simplification
Tagline: a one-stop shop where a life event is selected that will navigate you to the available services for Federal/State services.
What is it:
Citizen participates in simplifying,
redesigning and delivery of services and
creating meaningful information and
content.

What are the benefits?
Government be more accessible and
promoting available services. Trust
comes with participation and closing the
loop.

What problem does it solve?
Government in closed and processes are
complex. People find it hard to find
information and when they do it’s hard to
understand and full of jargon.

How does it make people feel?
Engaged, valued and independent
decision making being fully informed. Is
easier with simple access for available
services.

Who is it for?
- General public
- Public servants
- All Australian citizens including
overseas (Permanent and
temporary)

Who will deliver it?
- Government with collaboration
across states
- Citizen jury/workshop
- Commonwealth and state
agencies
How does it work?
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Make data for democratic participation open
Tagline: make data that is relevant for democratic participation accessible in consistent, real-time, digital formats and usable by third parties to develop
innovative tools.
Email to OGP
(6th March)

What is it:
To promote innovation in Australia,
real-time access is needed to key
relevant parliamentary and electoral
data. While some data is theoretically
public currently, it is effectively
inaccessible behind the barriers of cost,
time, chaos and duplicated effort
created by a complex mix of paperbased forms, scans, PDFs, web pages,
XML data sets and more.

What are the benefits?
In line with the principles of the Open Government Partnership, we believe that digital technology
can make our democracy more inclusive, transparent and accountable. It provides particular
opportunities for younger ‘digital natives’ who are concerned about their country and world, but
feel powerless to achieve change. When data is readily available, it allows for digital startups and
others in civil society to innovate in ways inconceivable for government. A well understood example
is the use of transport data (now readily available, but once locked up) to provide diverse routemapping and timetabling apps.

What problem does it solve?
Trust in democracy is low. Voters
believe politicians are not accountable,
ignore issues that really matter and do
the bidding of vested interests.

Who will deliver it?
Government

Who is it for?
- General public
- Public servants
- All Australian citizens including
overseas (Permanent and
temporary)

How does it make people feel?
Empowered, engaged, valued.

How does it work?
Key ‘democracy’ data assets that could be made accessible and usable via API include:
 Electorate boundaries (geospatial/address and postcode mapping)
 Elected members’ public profile and contact information, especially an official email address,
which is the de facto standard for digital communication
 Ministers, portfolios and allocated responsibilities (relevant Acts)
 Parliamentary Hansard, votes, questions and relevant metadata
 Political donations and funding (which is an existing ‘delayed’ commitment in the current action
plan)
 Pecuniary interests and gift registers
 Election candidate nominations
 Polling booth locations
 Election results.
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Disclosure of political donation at all levels of government in real time
Taglines: public disclosure of political donations in real time
What is it: donations to
parties, candidates and MP’s
should be publically disclosed
and easily accessible to
everyone, particularly prior to
elections.

What problem does it solve?
- Lack of trust
- Lack of transparency
- Influence a political
process
- Corruption
Who is it for?
- General Public
- Access for web
developers, digital
businesses in digital
format.

What are the benefits?
- Public accountability of candidates and MP’s
- Increase trust and transparency.
How does it make people feel?
More confident in process in government.
Who will deliver it?
Digital open source solutions. No cost involved to
encourage usage.
How does it work?

Other info:
- Needs consistent donations legislative
requirements across all levels of government.
- Remove disclosure thresholds.
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No secret prosecutions and imprisonments

Challenge: Transparency
Submitted on behalf of:
Accountability Round Table

A comprehensive review and reform of all national security, anti-terrorism and bio security laws be conducted to provide that
prosecution and sentencing can only occur in open court and that evidence cannot be suppressed except in the national
interest, subject to judicial review.
What is the problem:
Additional context:
It is completely antithetical to openness and transparency
This power to inquire into personal contacts at any
to run secret trials and imprisonments in Australia for any
time at a mass level can be abused very easily for
reason. It undermines credibility of the Rule of Law.
political ends.
Secret prosecutions may occur under national security,
anti terrorism and bio security laws. While it is in the public
interest that certain evidence be with-held, extending this
to the entirety of the process including the existence of
that process is complete overreach. Now we have
Australians imprisoned under such laws at present, with no
hope of case review or challenge on the improbable
assumption that miscarriages of justice no longer exist. An
"Australian citizen was prosecuted, convicted, and jailed in
the ACT last year (2019) in a process completely hidden
from public scrutiny" 1.

Oversight exists through The Independent National
Security Legislation Monitor, (INSLM)and although
it "has access to all relevant material, regardless of
national security classification, can compel answers
to questions, and holds public and private
hearings" , this body can only review and report to
the Prime Minister. The INSLM does not deal with
complaints, and it has no powers of sanction.
More-over it has few resources. "The INSLM is a
part-time role and is supported by a small
permanent staff located in Canberra."

These laws can be invoked at any time to apply to the
whole population as seems to be the case with the recent
invocation of biosecurity laws for the coronavirus
outbreak.

The only other extant transparency alternative for
national security abuse of powers matters is
revelation through whistleblower reports.

As Attorney-General Christian Porter has said, “For the first
time really at a mass level in Australia, people might be
required to give me information about who they’ve come
in contact with at certain points in time,” (3 March 2020) 2
1
2

The result is no formal mechanism to actively
prevent abuse of security powers other than by
executive government - the same body which may
be perpetrating such abuse. Even Parliament

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/nov/20/author-who-tried-to-help-mystery-prisoner-publish-memoir-hits-out-at-secret-trials.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/03/coronavirus-what-legal-power-does-the-australian-government-have-to-respond-to-the-threat
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This power to inquire into personal contacts at any time at
a mass level can be abused very easily for political ends.
Sources:
1

https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2019/nov/20/author-who-tried-to-help-mystery-prisonerpublish-memoir-hits-out-at-secret-trials.
1

refused information on the exercise of these
powers.
The Australian national security, anti terrorism
laws and bio security laws are draconian in capacity
and can easily become police state laws unless
there are strong checks and balances starting with
openness and transparency

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/03/coronaviruswhat-legal-power-does-the-australian-government-have-torespond-to-the-threat
1
https://www.inslm.gov.au/about
1

Ibid
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Ban property developer donations
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Establish an ICAC
What is it: donations to parties, candidates
and MP’s should be publically disclosed and
easily accessible to everyone, particularly prior
to elections.

What problem does it solve?
- Expose corruption and fraud by public
officials
- Create deterrent for systemic
corruption
- Improve transparency
Who is it for?
- Federal level, impacts on all
Commonwealth and parliamentary
officials

What are the benefits?
- Improve Australia’s position in
the world as a transparent
government
- Reduce fraud and corruption to
[illegible] $ bns
- Increase trust and transparency.
How does it make people feel?
More confident that the Commonwealth
is acting for its citizens
Increase trust in our government
institutions
Who will deliver it?
Unlikely current government will deliver
it. Needs to be strong public support that
[illegible] is vocal
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Real men/women of value
What is it: Courses
What problem does it solve?
4. We go beyond the classroom
5. Mentorship
(personal touch)
6. Life coach
Who is it for?
3. Women
4. Men

What are the benefits?
- Improve Australia’s position in the
world as a transparent government
- Reduce fraud and corruption to
[illegible] $ bns
- Increase trust and transparency.
How does it make people feel?
4. Valued
5. Empowered
6. Releasing (to help others)

Draw a picture:
Who will deliver it?
6. Church
7. Endorsement
8. Funding
9. Partnership
10. Experience individual and living a life
of success – family, marriage, finance
etc.
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Enhancing feedback (from Mygov)
What is it: Enhancing feedback from MyGov to
provide quality feedback & use friendly service
What problem does it solve?
Time saving
Quality feedback
Inefficiencies in user experience
Who is it for?
All users of all ages

What are the benefits?
- Health records more accessible for
the elderly for eg
How does it make people feel?
Who will deliver it?
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Getting it out there
What is it: Greater awareness of the wider
community
What problem does it solve?
Consultation

What are the benefits?
- Inputs seen by many
- Different views
How does it make people feel?
Empowers people

Who is it for?
Who will deliver it?
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Open (OGPA) Collaboration forum
What is it: A capability building initiative
for open data from government
What problem does it solve?
Participation – open invite

What are the benefits?
- Useful open data roadmap (requested/required
data)
- Gap analysis from community perspective
- Collaboration to spur innovation
- Outputs benefit the community

Transparency – gov status
update/reporting

How does it make people feel?
- Inclusive
Accountability – agree actions, report back
- Transparency/trust in govt
- Being heard
Who is it for?
- Empowered
Initially data community – gov,
- respected
developers, startups, app builders, map
providers, vendors + interested public
Who will deliver it?
Social investment – civil society and govt – not sure which
Could be expanded to address all open
agency?
government themes
How does it work?
Other info:
- Open invite
- Next forum community present
- Opportunity for community to be heard
what they’ve done with the open
- First forum govt presents on current open data
data
road map/initiatives (how it is addressing open
- Promote benefits/wins etc
govt)
- Invite community to express issues related to
open data
- Agree actions
- Report back
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Open document access
What is it: Provision of all
documents in process and
completion for live public review
and comment; with no exceptions

What are the benefits?
- This provides total government
transparency across all areas for
public consumption and comment.

What problem does it solve?
Total transparency builds
accountability and trust, and
provides a dramatic increase in
government policy implementation

How does it make people feel?
Nervous, edgy, curious, concerned

Who is it for?
All of the general public, especially
members of civil society
organisations

Other info:
- With total transparency,
there is total trust
- If you don’t have anything
to hide, what do you have
to fear?

Who will deliver it?
Technological implementation with refinance
on median output
How does it work?
- After a short preparatory period, all
government documents would be live
and digitally accessible by the public
for review and comment
- Concerns around volume of data and
creation of a grey-system of offline
policy development
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Open research hub
What is it: A policy, service & platform
to collect, share and publish research
conducted by governments, and data
and information used in evidence
bases etc
What problem does it solve?
1 – people can’t access research
conducted by govt – lack of
transparency = no trust
2 – people are duplicating effort and
there is participation fatigue
3 – fast track projects
4 – wasted costs and resources
Who is it for?
Public servants, researchers, service
providers, communities, citizens,
people working on place based
decisions
Other info:
- Platform – could publish what
research is coming up so
people can sign up for
partici[pation]
- Local communities can
contribute their own research
to contribute to evidence base

What are the benefits?
Make it easier for people govt and service providers to
share research and data – build trust in govt.

How does it make people feel?
- Heard, valued, useful, feel like have been
listened to and contributed
- Efficient, thorough
Who will deliver it?
Cross collaboration between feds, state and territories
and local govt – should be open source/national hub
funded by feds
How does it work?

-
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Public trust principle
What is it: Public Trust Principle to be
embedded as an enforceable
(judiciable) responsibility of public
officers

What are the benefits?
It makes it possible to prosecute/litigate failure to
act in the public interest

What problem does it solve?
Weak accountability for discharge of
public responsibility

How does it make people feel?
It makes people feel empowered/less weak

Who is it for?
To better enable public officials to be
held to account for their decisions
and actions
Other info:
- Civil society, retired judges
are sources of support

Who will deliver it?
Parliament to legislate pending High Court
‘discovering’ the principle
How does it work?
Identify problem
Recruit civil society
Launch campaign e.g. petition, litigation
High court decides
Nirvana
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2 - Online Engagement
Portal content
Overview of Online Engagement Portal
The online engagement portal was an opportunity for the public to provide detailed content or ideas for NAP3 commitments. It was available here:
https://ogpau.pmc.gov.au/consultations/nap3-online-engagement-space.
It was made available to allow those unable to attend the face-to-face workshops an interactive platform to submit their ideas, as well as allowing those
who have attended a face to face workshops and wish to continue the conversation online, a further opportunity to stay engaged in the NAP3 process.
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The Online Engagement Portal process
The landing page (detailed to the
right) provided background on the
Action Plan, and noted that
participants could contribute
content on one of the four
overarching topics of Transparency;
Public Participation; Accountability;
and Access.

The landing page: https://ogpau.pmc.gov.au/consultations/nap3-online-engagement-space

These overarching topics were partly
selected because they emerged as
important topics from feedback
gathered during the Discovery phase
of the Action Plan’s development.
Each overarching topic had its own
page. As an example, the
Accountability topic page is included
to the right.
Each topic page gave participants
some background on the topic, and
then invited them to leave ideas.
Outcomes:
- Gathered 19 ideas for Action
Plan commitments
- Supported useful dialogues
about what the next Action
Plan should focus on, with 13
comments on the ideas

Overarching topic page example - Accountability: https://ogpau.pmc.gov.au/consultations/nap3-onlineengagement-space/accountability
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Next steps – Content from the Online Engagement Space will inform the “Blended Concepts”
In the next phase (Drafting):
-

Relevant content from the Engagement Space will be added to the “Blended Concepts"
These “Blended Concepts” will be presented to the OGP Forum for consideration, refinement, and shortlisting.
They will then be posted on Australia’s Open Government Partnership website for further public scrutiny.
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Raw content from the Online Engagement Space

Transparency
1
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2
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3
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4
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5
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6
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7
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8
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Public Participation
1
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2
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3
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4
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5

6
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Accountability
1
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2
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Access
1

2
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3 - Idea clouds
Overview of Idea Clouds
Ideas for Action Plan commitments, with some detail. They are reproduced below:
-

For information/transparency; and
their relevant detail will be added into the Blended Concepts.

The Idea Cloud development process:
-

-

-

As individuals, and at tables of 3-5, participants were
asked to develop 2-3 ideas for Action Plan
commitments, using the template to the right
template to record each one.
Participants were allowed to build their post it note
ideas into the Idea capture cloud, or to develop new
ideas (potentially drawing off information about the
Action Plan that was provided in the workshop).
They had approximately 10 to 15 minutes to do this;
and then sought feedback from participants at their
table.

Outcomes:
- Allowed participants to individually develop their
ideas with some detail
- 99 Idea Clouds were produced to inform
commitments for the Action Plan.
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Next steps – Content from the Idea Clouds will informed the Blended Concepts
In the next phase (Drafting):
-

Relevant content from the Idea Clouds put into the “Blended Concepts” by the Action Plan’s Project team; and
These “Blended Concepts” will be presented to the OGP Forum for consideration, refinement, and shortlisting.
They will then be posted on Australia’s Open Government Partnership website for further public scrutiny.
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Raw content from the Idea Clouds
Idea cloud title

Description

Federal budgets to start with participatory
budgeting process (in communities and online)

Prioritisation and communication approach helping government understand what citizen’s value
and allowing government to communicate where and how much money is required for different
activities and ongoing business. This lifts understanding of budget decisions and help citizens
contribute to prioritising while shaping public initiatives that better meet citizen needs.

Open process – clarifying processes for application,
assessment and approval

A digital and community engagement tool that provides clarity to stakeholders, including the
applicant/proponent and the public, as to the process, timeframes and opportunities for
consultation. This will improve transparency and build trust, and should involve
State/Territory/Commonwealth processes being joined up.

Stakeholder impact statement

A transparent process of identifying and engaging for consideration of the impact of policy and
programs on stakeholders that forms an integral part of the policy and program development
process. It identifies the nature and expression of lines of accountability, and provides a focus for
public participation that builds trust.

Participate in agenda setting

Public meeting and participation on priorities – get communities deciding on priorities for action

Affected people must be heard

Required discussion with people affected by policy or by implementation method, which opens up
issues to shared input

Enforce performance of Open Government
Partnership commitments

This is required as a consequence of failing transparency, accountability and participation – and
helps ensure openness.

Protect auditor-general

Mechanism to give the auditor-general independence (potentially constitutional), to help maintain
transparency

Abolish Department of Defence

A cost saving mechanism that eliminates the needs for government confidentiality.

Abolish Cabinet-in-confidence

Improves overall transparency.

Abolish Commercial-in-confidence

It is an anti-corruption measure that improves overall transparency.
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Hackathon

External event that brings civil society app developers and citizen data scientists and journalists
from all over Australia (regional and urban) to increase participation from citizens in open
government data.

Increase budget of the Open Government
Partnership

A funding strategy to allow the Open Government Partnership to function more effectively.

Consistent metrics

Clear and impartial set of metrics based on cost-benefit/risk analyses and outcomes rather than
intent, which provide clarity and consistency.

Value the time/effort/contributions of citizens who
participate

Like in Iceland, where people were paid the salary of an MP for two days to be involved in their new
constitution, this is stimulus for participation that makes the value of participation clear. It lifts
participation and encourages government to be more conscious and respect of citizen participation
and improves quality of participation processes and outcomes.

Ban Property Developer Donations

An anti-corruption measure to level the playing field in planning matters between residents and
property developers, who presently have undue influence.

Data Ethics

A system of ensuring that use of citizen data undergoes an ethical practice assessment by a group
of stakeholders before it is put into place. It is an ethical system consisting of stakeholder groups
who set standards from within each agency or agency level that is making decisions.

Remove FOI exemption for “commercial” activities
of government

A legislative change that reflects the community expectations that publically funded or legislative
established bodies must be held to a higher standard or accountability than the private sector.

Transparency register of consultation and
stakeholder interests with statement of reasons for
major finding or legislative decisions

A legislative change/new register that is a disincentive for politicians to grant favours to vested
interests. It provides greater accountability of decisions.

Community Engagement

Social networking for greater inclusion and diversity of opinions that builds social trust, shared
knowledge and horizontal power.

Register of beneficial owners of companies

It is a register that enables better due diligence investigations into who benefits from mining
licence, government contracts, infrastructure projects etc. It makes it possible to conduct
investigations into politically exposed persons and the character, integrity and track records of
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those benefiting from Australian resources and taxpayer money. A way to trace financial favours,
combat money laundering and prevent or track corrupt individuals and business practices.

Political funding reform

Transparency over the sources of funds, the way such funds are used and the timelines of
disclosure. It creates accountability for both public and private funding and allows the public to join
the dots between fundraising and decision making.

Reform/rebalancing of public service/member of
parliament

It is a necessity to reengage the balance through policy reform (ICAC, trust, publicity, information
dissemination).

Citizen engagement in major policy and project
development

It is a policy that mandates and measures citizen engagement in specialised policies and projects
that allows for such policies and projects to develop taking into account a wide range of citizen
values and needs.

Make Gov. more Transparent

It is a matter of leadership, law, management, incentives, disincentives and benefits. We need to
recognise barriers and identify champions.

Election Candidate Disclosure

It is an online API with online application so information ascends to individuals. It allows voters real
time access to info on candidates they need to vote for.

Greater Funding for OAIC

It will address FOI backlogs that improves transparency.

Greater clarity on when APS employees can
participate in public policy discussion as a private
citizen

It enables informed contributions to policy discussion that results in greater public participation.

Data on public sector employees

It is a transparency measure about resource levels that tells the public if there has been a change in
resource levels.

Better Austender Data

It is greater accountability and transparency about spending that lets people know what money is
spent on.

Disclosure of real-time political donations to
parties, candidates and MP’s

It is an API, digital, open source data base updated in real time that makes the government more
transparent.

Reporting on APS wide contractors and consultants

It is a way to increase transparency about government spending that improves public trust that it is
only used to address a lack of specialist skills.
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Integrity Framework for information and data

It is a way to enable all levels of government to be more accountable.

Accessibility

It is a way to assist organisations and individuals to find data and information that will make the
government more accountable rather than relying on media releases and reports.

Federal ICAC

It is an independent mechanism in reporting to parliament to investigate allegations of corruption.
It will hold public hearings having the same standards for all.

Update FOI laws

Review of current process with citizen process with citizen focus for instance, on the application
across agencies. It makes it easier for citizens to access relevant information across government.

Improved judicial system

Improved transparency around who in on which board, how they are appointed and the conflicts of
interests present.

Whistle-blower protection

It is an anti-suing law – SLAP public participation harass you etc – False Claim Act – People can sue
on behalf of the public and recover the money.

Remove disclosure threshold

It is a regulatory change that improves transparency and accountability of political party funding.

Transparency Beneficial Ownership Register

It is a principle that provides consistency with the aims of the OGP.

Harmonise reporting guidelines for Commonwealth
grants across all entity types

A standard/guideline/policy that provides a framework and accountability for consistency in
reporting of data for use by end-users.

OGP Communication around OGP

It is a strategy to increase participation and engagement in OGP to meet legal requirements of “cocreation” process.

Community/City Deals

It is a way to get local orgs, councils and businesses to work together to develop authority,
responsibility and funding to the local area. It answers problems at the local level. People are more
connected to how decisions are made in their community. It builds trust in how their communities
are run, in their interest.

Citizen juries for public policy

It is a process for bringing people into the system, making people aware of public policy and how
the decision-making process works. It is a deliberative process using cross community
representation. People are picked randomly from the electoral roll. It is a one day process where
they can read papers and call for experts etc. It can’t be too onerous.
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Open Data Grants

It is a grant which allows open data projects (particularly that come out of Gov tech) to access
funding to further develop the idea. It creates impact from open data release, rather than just ideas.

OGPAU Impact Case Studies

It is a showcase of where the OGP has had an impact and changed things and how participating in
the OGP is worthwhile/impactful.

OGP Podcast

It is a way to raise awareness/inform citizens highlighting the role of the members of the OGP
forum, the global members, the outcomes etc.

Online platform for stakeholder engagement

It is a public platform for citizens and the APS to record stakeholder engagement. It should be used
to reduce stakeholder fatigue.

Town hall meetings

It is an issue-based online and physical Q and A that combines all levels of government (local, state
and federal); similar to what took place in evacuation centres during the bushfire affected locations.

Government shopfront

It is a digital and physical customer service centre that helps citizens navigate government
departments, data and problems.

Environmental accountability by
parliament/executive

It’s a mechanism that requires parliament/executive to account for environment (inc/downstream
emissions and CO2 effects of all legislation/regs/decisions

Water licence openness

An information service and content that explains water licences – open information about who has
been awarded them, for how much, the process behind it, and who is responsible for what, at the
moment it is hard to see what department is involved and when.
It improves/changes legislation making it fit for purpose and stops misuse and corruption

Grants open tracker

An online platform that uses the data from grants applications and approval and makes the process
open, so people can track how decisions are made and by whom.

Beneficial ownership transparency

It is a law and open free register, that provides everyone with access to companies and trusts
receiving

Content and communications

An educational programme and research projects, that builds confidence and capacity in
government and public servants to create compelling content and actionable communications and
how to design information services.
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Open government funding

It is a budget that supports the communications and broadens engagement for open government
commitments and implementation.

Open government advocacy packs

It is a resource people can download that allows people to run their own events using templates
and how to craft ideas.

Actionable open reviews

It is a mandate that ensures government legislation, regulation, process or programmes are fit for
purpose, effective, used and deliver intended impacts. Minister and Secretaries are responsible and
accountable.

Open information

I tis a research, engagement, education training program. It helps build understanding and
capability and capacity about open source creative commons, intellectual property and copyright.

Open contracting

It is a way to connect information and make it useful and useable. It helps different departments
adopt open contracting across departments to provide public access to information.

Functional whistleblowing system

It is an overhaul that improves whistleblowing understanding and use

Public participation

It is an open, collaborative format, that holds government o accounts – are recommendations being
adopted? Or not? And evaluations of implementations of commitments – ongoing engagement
and reflection.

Back to basics

It is an education program that explains what government is meant to do / rule of law, what is
integrity and how to do it

Ministerial accountability

It is a foundation democratic principles that demands openness and integrity of ministers in terms
of all government decisions – (see integrity commission ideas as this may be the way to enforce this
disappearing mechanism)

Voice to Parliament

It is a body, entrenched in the constitution*, establishing proper legal relations w/ Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Australians, that forms foundation for enacting the set relations through
constitutions. It engages Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander Australians in decision making on
matters that affect them.

Charter of government data stewardship

It is a standard of government dealing with data that embeds human rights and respect for
individuals, including privacy. It benchmarks government decisions about data in all its guises,
including in legislation, regulations.
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Transparency in regulatory frameworks

It is a principle of information delivery of law, that explains often complex webs of legislations,
regulations, and gazettals that together represent government activity eg Murray Darling Water
allocation ----- numerous government websites, different departments but no overarching
explanation of underlying authority for decisions in the scheme.

Government as model litigant

I tis a standard of conducting litigation that represents government responsibilities as the state in
the exercise of its power before the Courts (* it exists, but how to enforce? Integrity commissioner?)

Open Government Participation in Centivisation

It is a process through incentives and disincentives are identified per stakeholder and used to
ensure they are engaged in open government. It ensures a critical number of stakeholders
participates and takes responsibility and the political risk is deflected form just the government
leadership, to each decision maker.

Policy consultation framework

Make public consultation a normal part of the policy process – with a requirement that the public
are able to comment on draft policy ideas. It will open up the policy process to enable interested
parties to be engaged.

Data identification

An explanation by a government agency about what data it uses, where it gets its data from, and
what it uses that data for. It helps engagement and uptake of policy outcomes, helps resolve
dilemmas between privacy and relevance of information.

Project tracking against budget announcement

It is a site for gathering information from different sources. It gathers information from different
sources (How is it being funded?), identifies suppliers, inputs, outputs, customers and any end user
consultation. It would also state the degree to which the government is funding a particular project.

Open up ministers diaries

Minister’s diaries should be open to scrutiny. The public have a right to know who a minister is
meeting in the course of his work. It would provide transparency with meetings with lobbyists and
donors.

Migration Policy Consultation

It is an annual community consultation about the composition and level of the immigration intake
that gives the community the opportunity to express their ideas. Conduct the consultation
publically with a session on Q and A to complement the consultation sessions.

Mandate publication of broader range of
government information

To publish ministers diaries, submissions to cabinet, cabinet papers and Gov. registers. This law
reform would improve accountability, transparency and improve trust.
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FOI Act Problem

It is a law reform to include implementation of the review of the FOI act in 2013 to improve
transparency and accountability.

Feedback Coop

It is a public dashboard that sets out feedback on legislation/laws and reasons why they are taken
forward or not. It will help to close the loop.

Information Access

Promotion of Access transparency and participation (civic) which will build trust and public
confidence.

Open Contracting

Mechanism/initiative for public procurement systems that will:







Implement EITI

Improve quality and value/price of public goods and services
Increase participation in delivery of goods and services (re: increased suppliers/competitive
process)
Reduces corruption risk
Facilitates better monitoring/accountability by communities
Builds trust in government and public companies
Provides a win/win for government (reduce costs and better trust etc) and civil society
(better services and public confidence)

It is a Global Standard that:





Improves transparency and access to data
Builds trust
Improves business climate/level the playing field
Provides standards/mechanism for other TAP initiatives e.g. beneficial ownership, contract
disclosure etc.

Mandatory Pro Active Disclosure

It is an accountability/transparency initiative that builds trust and protects from corruption.

Data Smart

It is a public education scheme on being a digital citizen that:





Educates data rights
Life stage alignment (hazards/cyber risk, opportunity = valid exchanges)
Cyber awareness
Tools and resources
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Builds trust and drives behavioural change

Advocacy Agency

It is a well-funded, government agency that is a personal “case” worker that facilities contact
(personal) with appropriate government personnel.

Federal ICAC

It is a well-resourced and funded government agency that investigates corruption.

Open budget creation

I s a process/policy that adheres all Australians contribute to high level values/investment

Open Canberra

It is a fund that allows all Australians opportunities to access Parliament House

Women of value/real men

It is a course targeting specifically for men/women that teaches practically through illustration,
interaction, colour, flavour, food, mentorship, life coaching, and humour.

Political Education

It is an education initiative that makes the population understand governmental process.

Enhancing My Gov Feedback

It is a user friendly service that supports meaningful interaction between users and support staff.

Info All

It is a system/platform/strategy to share all information up to date to all clients, easily accessible,
from start to finish and potentially beyond (closing the loop).

The right touch

The right team of people introduces people to the organisation and shares their knowledge option
and maintain relationship.

Digital referendum

Technology that allows immediate participation in law and decision making.

Truth and transparency regarding first peoples

It may be a subset of open data but deserves special place as part of our National identity.

Open data

I is a default position that allows universal access to the data that informs how government policy
and decisions. It enhances accountability and builds trust in government.

Community Communications Collaborations

It is a way to facilitate channels for content partnerships with departments to create meaningful
information services, content and communication materials to build capabilities in public service
and connect with citizens.

Community Collaboration

It is a policy to ensure transparency, consistent and continued collaboration with citizens and
stakeholders across the entire lifecycle/end to end of projects and programmes.
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Public Trust Principle (enforced)

It is stronger controls over public sector that provides accountability at all levels (parliament, public
service, local government etc).

Civic literacy

It is an enabler of civic empowerment and engagement that ensures citizens know how to engage
resulting in wide spread ownership of outcomes.

Right to information legislation

It is the principle that information is freely available that converts information access from an
application to default publication.

Transparency of data across the whole justice
system

Accurate, regular, frequent reporting of data across the justice system from Police, corrective
services and courts demonstrating better the causes and consequences of those interactions.
Reporting should capture the cross over areas that often result in entrenchment in the justice
system: Aboriginality, Gender, homelessness, disability, mental illness, and employment status. We
want to know the factors that tell the story of who is entering our justice system and why:
-

OGP (OGPA) collaboration forum

So that we can better design and implement justice reinvestment approaches
End the over representation of Aboriginal people in prisons and coming into contact with
the justice system

Open (gov internal/public external) industry forum – “Data community” – Developers/startups/map
providers/app builders/vendors etc – whole of government
That enables a way for participation, transparency – open invite – provide status updates, agree
actions, report back

Public trust principle (public office is a public trust)

A reform of government guiding principles that enhances government responsibility for which it is
accountable
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4 - Post-it note ideas
Overview of Post-it note
These were the ideas with the least detail, sorted into themes for ease of navigation. This was the first brainstorming exercise at the workshops.
The post it notes are recorded below.
-

There were 33 themes
There were 562 ideas (nb: each dot point = one post it note)

The Post-it note process
-

-

Example of post its, sorted into themes

As individuals, and without any stimulus,
participants were asked to brainstorm as
many ideas as possible for 5-10 minutes.
One idea per post it note.
The post it notes were then gathered up,
and ‘affinity diagrammed’ – that is, sorted
into like themes.

Outcomes:
- Allows participants to get any burning
ideas off their chest,
- Ensures participants were able to provide
their input prior to ‘priming’ them with
background about the third National
Action Plan and the Open Government
Partnership.
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Next steps – Content from the Post-it notes will informed the “Blended Concepts” and help prioritise which should be considered
-

Relevant post it notes will be added to the “Blended Concepts"
Blended Concepts will also note how many similar post it note ideas were put forward, to give a sense of priorities
These “Blended Concepts” will be presented to the OGP Forum for consideration, refinement, and shortlisting.
They will then be posted on Australia’s Open Government Partnership website for further public scrutiny.
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Raw content for Post-it notes
Accountability and feedback mechanisms for the APS
-

-

Feedback mechanisms for government policy (including review of
in all new project + initiative planning)
Community estimates (Qs govt answers publicly from citizens,
published openly)
Make public commentary on government practices easier to take
on board
Digital tracking of assessment/approval processes to improve
transparency
Overhaul the senate estimates process – how can representatives
ask ongoing questions/ongoing disclosure and questions process
with targeted focus areas to schedule questions
Accountability for timeframes (ie online reporting of timeframes
not met and reasons why)
Public review after implement according to initial goals
Allow more nuanced reporting back on OGP commitments
Contact local govt and associations to get feedback
Communication on feedback - applying feedback

-

Contemporaneous disclosure of expenditures; expenses;
performance
Accountable institutions
‘On line’ feedback arrangements are lesser – technology has made
things worse
No ‘blind trust’ – increase accountability for government about
themselves but also what is done with citizen data they collect
Open up public servant decision making to public
Change culture of elected government to accountability
Improve consequences of lying – reverse Finn
PM and Secretary of PMC not involved in determining breaches of
Ministerial Ethics
Queensland integrity commission style ethical adviser for senior
office holders
Actionable review of government processes
What are channels to enable feedback loops – social media not
working – have your say
Closing the loop; how do we get back to the public on specific
issues as opposed to nation-wide issues?

Code of conduct / standards for Ministers and Parliamentarians and public servants
-

Government codes of conduct/or ethical framework
Higher expectations of integrity
Honesty/true reflection about why information or a topic should
not be shared with the public, not use not in the public interest as
a shield

-

Conflict of interest of businesses between private and public
Integrity framework
Ministerial standards being enforced and taught to all (new)
ministers
Clear explanation for citizens – What MPs/PI+ public
servants/public service are accountable for those
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-

Community to develop ethical framework for MPs and ministers,
not self-developed by MPs, unfunded
Shift in mindset of government officials and ministers to be open to
criticism and accept failure as parts of learning process

-

MP code of conduct
Comprehensive conflict of interest reporting guidelines
Empowering and ensuring they look after public interest
MPs be trained and resourced for two-way correspondence with
constituents
Obligation to act to protect people (eg for climate change)
Public Trust Principle binding public officers

Collaboration across governments
-

Improve cross-government collaboration
Modernise the way government functions
Collaboration: WhOG developer collaboration forum (bi-annual)
Governance: lead “Group” for WhOG open data initiatives (host
events, governance, accountability)
Open data collaboration forum (share ideas; showcase; joint
projects)
National networks shared across depts. – stop ‘just the usual
suspects’
Formal data custodial framework across government
Create new ways gov can commission projects and services,
making it participative

-

Knowledge sharing and storing
Culture change – break down barriers in the APS
Allow for delegation of responsibility to local level for service
delivery
Better industry level collaboration
All government levels federal + state aim for similar (if not same)
goals/targets and work together – tangible
To connect government services in a simple, easy and convenient
way
How to simplify health and services (clarification of roles and
responsibilities)
Constant approach between state and national government with
disasters across multiple states

Data capability
-

Data literacy – get exec buy in – made accountable,
informed/knowledge, benefit realisation
Regular ‘meet the data customer’ sessions/podcast/videos linked
to each dataset in opendata.gov.au

-

API enabled: Research hub external –
upcoming/conducted/outcomes/value. Internal: results
shared/[illegible]/collaboration/prospective research
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-

API enabled: Grants hub 1) all grants by topic/availability 2) who
won/locations, amounts, purposes 3) progress- 3 monthly, 4)
Updated outcomes / archive

-

Auditor-general independent from government
Political leadership makes a commitment to improve way
democracy is working
Appoint a minister to manage our way forward
Explain [illegible] develop in finding earlier commitments
Talk up democracy at ministerial and public service
Voice to Parliament should be able to decide legislation specific to
ATSI are to ATSI benefit
Voice to Parliament
Public interest litigation fund
Bill of rights
4 year terms, not 3
A way for federal politicians to spend more time serving their
constituents and less time in Canberra
Human rights Acts / Bill of rights
Greater diversity among elected reps (age/gender/ethnicity)

Democracy / electoral reform
-

Electronic voting
Publish AEC algorithms for senate selection openly / for scrutiny /
improvement
Electronic referendums
Improve online petition platform – current is poorly designed and
black box
Constitutional protection for auditor general
Tighten and properly fund regulation of electoral advertising and
practices
Abolish Westminster system
Tynwald petition of government and parliament
Non-uniform candidates who are fit for office (ethics and science,
separation of powers)
1st goal should not be to win the next election – not a business
model
Downside of (1) compulsory voting and (2) public funding [Clive
Palmer?]

-

Donations and campaign financing
-

Public listing of donors to political reps live (ie. No holding time)
Reduce reporting timeframes for political donations
Transparency in political donations – real time
Close to real time declaration of political contributions

-

All political donations have to have a real person’s name and
affiliation documented
Campaign finance reform: National benchmarks; rapid declaration;
capped individual and organisation donations – no exceptions
Ban property developer campaign [obscured]
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-

Real time/near donations reporting per Queensland systems (all
corrections tracked, API embedded, look back [illegible]
Caps on campaign expenditure for elections
Federal political donations reform
Reform political donation system
Apps - Public donations
Real-time publications of political donations
Disclosure thresholds for political donations – include ABN in open
data for integration with other datasets
Real time disclosure of political donations
Increased transparency around political/electoral donations (limits
on donations if they don’t already exist

-

Real time disclosure of political donations
Can you remind people about the donation [illegible] pls
Disclosure of political donations in real time
Lower threshold for political donations disclosure
Open source real time disclosure of political donations by party and
by candidate
For donations – need to remove disclosure threshold
Point in time data
Consolidated version and when changes were made
All versions of datasets
Election campaign donation transparency
Real time publishing of political donations

Education
-

Greater literacy in government process starting from primary
Better political education in schools (including key policy case
studies)
Public education on data rights “Be digital smart”
eSafety and Life journey stages “Cybersecurity”
education and training so knew citizens can participate

-

Online tools that enable non-technical people to engage and
understand
Funding and training for all levels of government
Do an education piece across APS wide and other, about open
source, creative commons, IP and copyright

Engagement and participation ideas (general)
-

Create ways for citizens to set the policy agenda
A website where stakeholders can opt to receive consultation
notifications by category i.e. environment
Consider assets differently – use different mechanisms to connect
to citizens in their own context (e.g. cultural institutions)
Enforceable public trust principle
Consultation hub (API embed) all consultations by topic, portfolio

-

-

Make environmental data public to improve opportunity for
community engagement and encourage better decision making
Adoption of citizen legislation approach (aka Estonia)
Consultation and shared decision making
Consider open government from the risk to the citizen perspective
not the “data as a service” perspective (or the “government as a
service” perspective)
Idea capture and civic participation tech
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-

-

-

Encourage community to participate to take part in democratic
dialogue
Increased community consultation (interface with community
leaders and minorities, electronic/services Australia front desk
Greater interaction (face to face) b/w defence force – people via
joint projects or social services
Increased inclusion of public in decision making
Improve public awareness of gov practice
Clarity around consultation opportunities (ie a clearly defined
process that highlights when/who/what/when/why for
consultations
To increase involvement target small business owners and home
owners
Forms for regular citizen input into government policies
Policy trial focus groups across Australia
Better online platform for stakeholder engagement
Tiered models
Expert stakeholders in open government process
Broader community engagement including through online package
Citizen consultation groups/citizen participation
How to engage gov attractive
Require political leaders to consult on proposed reforms
Find ways for government to not fear citizens and people with
opinions
APS review to establish obligation to engage, including support by
training public sector and communities + legal right of citizens to
require engagement on policy problems and proposals (link Public
Trust Principle)
Technology enabled citizen participation (e.g. in major policy
proposals)
Allow citizens to opt in to be a part of targeted consultation groups
e.g. social media consultation
Civil society reps have a role on boards on infrastructure funds

-

WIIF US – What’s in it for me, getting the ear of gov with little
political barriers
Engage communities in government decisions local/state/federal
(citizen juries etc)
Increase community engagement of reasonable informed people
Engender much larger community engagement
Citizen participation
Inclusive decision making
How does the average citizen influence government
How can the federal government engage citizens
Citizen sponsored legislation, parliamentary debate
Dodgy consultation processes (they keep people apart)
Amend APS social media policy so clear now APS employees can
participate in public debate
Rules clear on use of social media by public servants
Provide materials to communities to run own workshops to
generate ideas
E petitions from [sentence ends]
Community engaged early with wider engagement of sectors,
people etc
Make sure more voices are included in gov
Reward and promote citizen ideas that are success to help drive
engagement
Reach out to local community organisations targeted community
centres
Citizen Assembly on big issues
Regularly hold peoples parliaments or citizens juries and propose
reforms or societal problems
Resource gov to meaningfully and respectively engage with the
public
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FOI and clarity of communications
-

If we have to use standard words, than have standard words that
say something other than obfuscation
Sanctioning untruth in public information
Fact checking of report, assertions and media statement
#nofakenews
Abolish ‘commercial in confidence’
Right to know all government information
Respond to FOI request in a timely manner to help journalist
Restore integrity of the FOI system
FOI hub (API enabled) (integrates all FOI requests/outcomes,
published info (adopt ‘Right to know’)
Freeing up FOI, respecting intent and timeliness of the legislation
FOI trumps confidentiality
Filters on information to make it manageable (e.g. what problem is
it solving)
FOI responses within 30 days
FOI improvement (federal)
Remove FOI exemption for government “Commercial” enterprises
/ activities

-

-

FOI laws enabling citizens to access at low cost
Recognise need for information governance
Annual report info to be published continuously
Accessibility of websites and information provided on websites
A right to information law that works
Legal and cabinet privilege same as normal legal advice
Open communications – build capacity with your develop library of
images for people to share
Media strategy that targets the public vs government
Channels for content partnerships with departments to create
meaningful information services
Social media strategy for engagement and sharing action plan with
communities
Review of all FOI laws to achieve uniform standards of
accountability and transparency
Advertise more broadly the services of Australia e.g. MyGov

-

National commission against corruption
ICAC appointed by parliament
Make improving integrity a priority
Federal ICAC
FICAC
A federal crime and corruption commission
Ministerial accountability – integrity commission, independent

-

ICAC ideas
-

ICAC
National ICAC with teeth
A federal ICAC
Integrity commission (independent)
Independent integrity anti-corruption watchdog
Commonwealth ICAC
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-

-

Anti-corruption body (national)
Anticorruption Commission (Federal)
Governments want “Blind Trust” but citizens want openness of
government itself. A functioning accountability system including a
Federal ICAC that focusses on Ministers and MP’s behaviour, not
just public servants and agencies
Federal ICAC
Federal corruption commission including politicians
Federal ‘ICAC’
Independent governance [illegible] oversee

-

-

National federal integrity commission
Federal ICAC with appropriate powers and scope
Establish a powerful National anti-corruption body with coverage
of the public and private sectors, MPs, Ministers and Ministerial
advisors
Integrity/anti-corruption body for commonwealth each state
government

FOI and Improving accessibility
-

All reports data published as machine readable (no more PDF
scraping)
Stop all use of jargon
API/XML feeds for Hansard, members’ registers, MP info, etc
Align and standardise data and publishing across states and federal
government (so is comparable)
Change from closed systems blocking external intervention
Promote access to information (for the public)
Improve technological platforms to enable ‘serf service’ and
government information
Increase spending on measures to enhance access to information
How is accessibility impacted by machine learning?
Should third party providers of government services be bound by
access to information cyber agencies
FOI review in the digital age
Speak plainly
Through legislation and cultural change have the commonwealth
all states and territories give priority to free access to all
government information rather than release under FOI

-

Remove/restrict FOI exemption ‘commercial in confidence’
Publish ministers’ diaries
Greater funding for the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner
Independent authority to determine access if it doesn’t happen
automatically
Better FOI laws
Proactive release
Update FOI processes
Pecuniary interest register (a lot is images)
Reworking systems – the whole value chain (with track changes)
Who needs what info and why
Review of FOI Act
Transparency around OFI request and the time it takes to respond
Government information is property of people – need a good
reason to deny it to them
Stop playing games with FOI (RTK)
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Improving existing transparency / openness initiatives
-

Make grants data more useable and understandable
Go back to basics – is the publication of data/info/policies helpful
or hard to navigate
Investment in data hygiene and maintenance
Don’t make new tools, use existing ones
Put data/decisions where people look for them
Access fit for purpose of frontline tools (e.g. excel for data
collection)
User research
Improve searchability of information on aph.gov.au (or better
guide on where to look for info)
Centralised portal for government consultations (similar to grants
connect)
Make it easier to find policies that are used to inform decisions
Interview for papers to raise awareness

-

Consider approach to solutions to allow for [illegible] every
stakeholder to participate in open governance processes
Government publication of the issues about which they are
contacted
Require government to publish information in a timely way
Information needs to be timely
Grants – bring corporate commonwealth entities under the same
reporting guidelines as non-corporate commonwealth entities
Restarting extractive industries transparency initiatives multi-stake
holder group
Transparency with consistent and continued collaboration with
identified stakeholders (end to end)

Increase consultation with experts
-

Increase expert consultation e.g. scientists, doctors, academics and
minority members
Community of practice with industry/gov, link with other levels of
gov with proactive funding of what’s working
Embed gov experts in organisations who are trying to use data

-

Government to be open to collaborations with creative industries
and cultural orgs to increase participation
Create a national cultural [illegible’ alliance providing funding for
custodians and communities
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International learnings
-

Shamelessly copy (learn) from other governments on best practice
e.g. Estonia for Tech, Singapore for strategic planning
APS/DFAT think tank to increase discussion/debate regarding
global engagements

-

To take advantage of the relations with traditional friends: NZ, UK,
Canada

-

Democracy dollars; use it or lose it; everyone is allocated lobbying
dollars
Lobbyist registers: uniform criteria, state and federal; state topic of
meeting; officials and lobbyists present

Lobbyists ideas
-

Restriction of lobbyists
Rules to oversee political lobbyists

-

Ministerial and MP code of conduct/standards
-

Ministerial standards being enforced and taught to all (new)
ministers
Improve political culture
Reform the MP-public service relationships (Laura Tingle)
Integrity of parliamentary members

-

Increase the time required before former MPs can assume
positions in the private sector related to their portfolios
Bring back parliamentary pensions
Role of Ministerial advisers – a shadow public service
Standards of conduct for MPs

Miscellaneous ideas
-

Open data – who owns what land and property
Finalise all current OGP programs
Reform the tax system to make sure big industry pays tax
Create an easy to use and understand platforms and information
for water licences
Improve mygov.au

-

Budget – portfolio additional estimate statements (PAES) to be
released as CSV files
To be aware of the safety of high-level officers
Local council recognition
Attract more skilled people to regional areas
Job opportunities
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-

-

Create job opportunities and fund work
Open gov innovation funding (participatory projects)
Keep key national infrastructure gov-run (not privatised) – Health,
emergency infrastructure such as defence, health, RFS/SES<
telecommunications, water, ABC
Single place to advertise grants in a way that Is easier to navigate
on our way [illegible]
View the world from a ‘principles’ perspective to navigate
convergence of physical, digital and biological worlds
Stakeholder impact statements for policy/programmes
Create job opportunities and fund work for communities to
manage resources, environment
Communicate and overhaul intellectual property and copyright,
add open source and creative commons
Transparency and participation in natural resource governance
More privatisation of public transportation between states
Accountability of government executives and minister to deliver on
commitment
Model litigant
Honesty, listening, sharing knowledge, communication,
transparency, accountability
Professional bodies and service clubs
Independence
No more multiple positions that are occupied by the same person
Follow best practical models from state governments e.g. SNSW
Fewer contractors in APS< keep expertise within
Single sign/on verification
Create a prisoner’s dilemma for corruption
NAP linked to National Integrity System Assessment – qst tasks of
former to improve latter
No NDA for government [illegible] – contrary to public policy
Combating ‘red tape’ for the consumer

-

Get a list of organisation with an interest in governance
Public trust principle (Accountability Round Table website
www.accountabilityrt.org)
Make NAP3 les risk averse than NAPS 1+2, less government control
over initiatives
Upskill public service
Reform of the telecoms (interception and access) Act to improve
tight limits on access
Increase public ownership of politics via public funding
Expanding society – contracting base 80080/14 m
Re-skill the public service
Data management
IT system
Maximise the individual/society interface
TRUST – encourage university opportunity infrastructure
Maximise cooperation – maximise positive competition, minimise
negative competition
Expert independent advisors
Government to support reconceputalisation of work in face of AI
Capital measures
Intra-population trust (↓class-warfare, ↓identity)
Stakeholder impacts for automated decision making processes to
be made publicly available * vulnerable and marginal communities
Standards across councils
Influence of legal system
Employment of public officers or servants must be based on merit
No more game of the mate
Consumer driven government services
Reciprocity: consumer can give and take
Implement Hawke review recommendations
Treaty
Social services – ease of access (health, social security, housing,
child/aged care)
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-

Create meaningful public sector jobs for people in regional areas to
care for land and environment
Simply process – make easy and understandable
Family tax benefit
Stop chasing a surplus when gov should be creating jobs and caring
for country
Focus on making money
Significant events federal, state and territories and local
Strategies to combat homelessness
Ongoing assistance to remote Aboriginal Communities : education,
health, family, support
Inclusiveness
Truth telling about history of Australia
Where are the UFO’s buried?
Trust
Reaching the community
More info to people who receive a decision from government to
their detriment
Support for freedom of the press

-

-

Wills register? Power of attorney
Celebrate and educate people on state and federal constitutions
Education children and young adults about importance and
elements of democracy – and how/why they can be involved
Civic literacy programs for civil society – education, where to find
information to [illegible] participation – public sector required to
engage [illegible] the sector
Interoperability of systems
Clear definition (layman’s terms) about what the [illegible] plan is
Minimum mandatory sentencing Australia wide
Education differences
Homelessness
Veterans
Most complex doing work but things stops – driven by legislation

Open by default / openness
-

From proactively releasing open data to ‘open by default’ mantra
Have a ‘if not/why not’ policy for making data public
Modify competition law to allow more single industry intelligence
to be shared
Open government partnership to be funded to communicate to
broader community
Communicate open government better to broader audiences
Digital uptake, but also being realistic that not everything can fit
into one e.g. elderly

-

Active release of government data
Publication of ministers’ diaries
How do agencies assist people who require access to information?
Survey? Promote
How is access to info less expensive because of technology –
understand costs – act to lower
Regular updates on action plan shared as widely as possible –
simple to use website/social media strategy
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-

Intuitive approach (opt in/out) to significant events through digital
services i.e. births (non-binary) – marriages
(partnerships/separation) - deaths

-

Get “open Government” as a concept widely recognised in the
community, including through the arts and media
Get bi-partisan support for open government initiatives

Open data
-

3.1 agreement of data analytics and AI [illegible]
4 – Other gov data sources
Data evidence establishes trust, not [illegible] blind trust
Government decision accountability measures (Data)
Requirement of no less data being published
Free (no cost) access of public data where possible and no valid
reason for charge – public data paid for already through taxes, etc.
Coordination – fed and states and between states for better data
sets
Collaboration with private sector for reuse and analysis of
information to present/use in different ways
Increased digitisation of forms to ensure they create matching data
sets
Automatic digital access – API
Central, accessible, understandable repository
Accessible open source data to identify and contact MPs at all
levels of government
Big data transparency
How do agencies inform citizens of the data they hold?
Data – more transparent trusted services through consumer centric
valve exchanges
Open data around government procurement contracts

-

Catalogue of data holdings including: description, custodian,
purpose, volume, format etc
Get all levels of government on the same path towards openness
Talk up the benefits from openness and participation
System to allow reseach(er) access to sensitive gov data within a
secure trusted environment
Get a celebrity to launch the Action Plan 
APSC provide data on APS employees by geographic area and
agency
Publish annual service wide info on non-aps employees
Reduction in reasons for withholding data – and shorter/clearer
time limits when information withheld
Structure of data releases
Parliament: Use of accessible API’s and similar to stimulate digital
tools and uses
Election time: open source data on candidates by electorate – real
time donation data – policy information
Use data across government more effectively to identify
opportunities [illegible] cvs
Open source data from parliament on bills passed and bills
introduced
Mapping data on electoral boundaries – locate your own electorate
Charter of government data stewardship
Public and accessible database of company ownership (Beneficial
ownership)
Open data (default that data behind a decision is available in a
useable way to the public)
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Personal data
-

Consider ‘right to be forgotten’ legislation, as per EU approach
Universal standard for both anonymisation and de-identification
Personal control over private data

-

Control of data – person (e.g. health)
Trust – data breaches

-

How could citizen juries be trialled in several local government
areas?
Engage citizens at local level to contribute to policy development at
federal level
Community juries – communities exploring issues; communities
coming up with ideas
Hold sitting weeks in different regional cities to generate interest –
advertise discussions being held
Regional investment – areas od focus

Place-based engagement
-

Can we have staff allocated to specific regions to work with
communities there rather than everyone only located in Canberra
Work with community groups so they can be more self-reliant
rather than just give out grants
Less centralised government, more regionalised govt so public can
see a personal face and form relationship
Citizen participation in government department/agency projects
via creation of community councils
Devolve decisions to local communities
Citizen participation – programmes, implementation – place
Increase the importance and popularity of Canberra

-

Privacy reform
-

Remove exemption from Privacy Act (Cth) for political parties

-

Strengthen privacy Act
To know privacy and my identity is safe but less red tape when
dealing with federal and state services

-

Citizen juries to input into policy design
Ordinary citizens sit on parliamentary committees

Public forums
-

Run a citizens’ jury to determine ministerial standards
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-

Citizen juries and advisory councils
Regular scrutiny through public forums
“Nothing about us without us” increase lived experience
consultation
Public and online policy forums on major policy issues
Citizens Assemblies – on regional development

-

-

Citizen’s juries
Rotating citizen committee
A constitutional convention every 40-50 years (i.e. once a
generation)
Consider how to make use of citizen data and other digital
initiatives ethically by utilizing internal ethics committees with a
citizen jury component in addition to an expert component.
More citizens juries to consider complex policy issues

-

Cloud-based shared and visible documents
Top down support – make blocking publishing difficult

-

Retrospective open calendars for all MPs – API searchable
Filming/streaming all politicians meetings
Publishing diaries of MPs/Senators

-

Not prosecuting journalists (nor raiding their offices)
Freedom to journalists to request information
Right to know (default publication of everything except: national
security, criminal investigation and prosecution, personal data etc)

-

Publishing ideas
-

Publish transparently using industry tools e.g. Github
Weekly publication of all departmental decisions
Public register of all projects management and
expenditure/projects and timeliness

Publishing ideas for increased ministerial transparency
-

Make cabinet documents transparent
Make minister’s diaries public
Open diaries for members of legislature/executive

Specific communications initiatives
-

Whole of government strategic communication framework
Removal of Murdoch publication access to government depts.
A podcast series on OGP – invite APS officers to talk about ongoing
relevant projects
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Standards for public servants
-

Impartiality of public service
Impunity of public service – to advice without fear or favour
Value APS in public discourse by political leaders

-

Merit based (versus partisan) recruitment to review bodies
Train public servants in how to respond quickly to stakeholders
Help public servants be more like their weekend selves with
stakeholders/citizens

-

All public inquiry reports must be available to the public
How do we measure differences between what we hoped for and
what happened?
How do we get access to the metrics used by department
managers and ministers?
How do we know what dept managers and ministers are measuring
Contract disclosures
Tape all discussions between minister, staff and civil servants with
those who could benefit from government decisions
Should agencies proactively report of machine learning?
Should agencies have inventories of machine learning and data sets
Greater funding for OAIC
Systems to ‘build in’ transparency eg regulation that requires
decisions (at different levels of govt) to be made public within a
specified timeframe
State – Federal agreements to implement standard transparency
measures.

Transparency for the APS and government
-

Public programme of issues for government
Develop and use a template for describing existing government
policy
Public index of current policy objectives
Clarify/set policy making standards
Policies must set out expected outcomes (clear and measureable)
so citizens can monitor them
Clear metrics – performance measures and accountability at all
levels of government
Be open about process – introduce a way to live track assessment #sportsrortsgrants
Water licences – openness and understanding improve legislation –
can’t see where things go from department to department

-

-

Transparency in decisions
-

Transparency in decision making criteria and decisions
Improve/increase trust through greater transparency e.g. use of
technology to provide real time performance

-

Transparent sound government decision making
Evidence based laws and policies (justice, climate change,
immigration, welfare)
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-

Open decision-making, show and track processes
Release of all deliberative papers once decision made (legislation
info)
Use insights from data and share them with public in formulating
policy
Transparency in government service delivery
Mandatory disclosure of reasons/[illegible] for grant decisions
Greater disclosure of PPP contracts upon execution
Open government governance [illegible] IT systems
AI analysis to detect unexpected corruption etc
Has to start from top – PM – media criticism – content behind
decision, explain compromises
Government decision transparency measures (data)
Evidence of unbiased decision making
Where does responsibility lie on government decisions
Cabinet documents not exempt after decision made

-

-

Benchmarking government information transparency to UK and
US; regular reviews and comparisons; best practice as goal
Transparency declarations (policy, programs, data)
[Illegible] no answer from OG team
Open decision making
The appoint of commission at the public inquiry must be based on
merit – expertise – free from conflict of interest
More publicity of indirect conflicts of interest
Greater transparency around outsourcing contracts
Transparency in regulatory framework – often the trail goes cold
e.g. Murray Darling water scheme – complexity – no way to track
how ppl are [illegible]
Parliamentary and executive accountability for
emissions/environment – in all decisions
Transparency around projects (Austrade, infrastructure, export
finance)

Transparency in spending/funding
-

Explain and show processes i.e. funding decisions for licences/land
use
Public information on current action and its costs
X% of new project funding to transparency
Consistency of funding
Open cost/benefit
Published outcomes of tender process projects and service
Real-time/API near financial spending (Finance was working on
this)
Weekly dashboard in/out graphs over time, by programme, policy,
portfolio
Transparency in procurement, contact, hiring spending

-

Adoption of IMF financial transparency standards
Requirement for agencies to publicly report on contractors and
consultants
Procurement connected policies – require tenderers to disclose all
beneficiaries and full financial statements
Improve Austender so there is more info on what contracts are for
Requiring thinktanks to publicly report their sources of funding
Recommend good procurement processes for local government
More complete tender responses (why people missed out)
Don’t award government tenders on the basis of price
Revolutionise government procurement - get rid of ‘value for
money’ being a criteria where in fact govt means ‘cheapest’
Sending money OS when we are in crisis
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-

Access/transparency on government spending – make it
continuous
Fix and modernise procurement
PEFA (Public Expenditure Financial Accountability) framework
Research into financial benefits of transparency (eg royalties up)

-

Disaster funding - national fund
Transparency of funding decisions of gov – grants
Provide greater access to info about any private organisation that
receives public funding

-

Resource transparency (ownership/[illegible])
Progress beneficial ownership transparency/open free register
Beneficial ownership register

-

Public net-benefit tests published for AI and privatisations
Legislative explainability for use of AI in government decisions

-

Regulatory agencies removed from ministerial control
Public service permanency
Don’t always think digital will fix everything
+ government trust in its citizens
Connecting action – respecting time
Commonwealth agencies – 20 years strategy

Transparency in society
-

EITI (Extractive industries transparency initiative) back on the
agenda (mandatory reporting of taxes, royalties, project by project)
Register of beneficial owners of companies

Transparency in automated decisions / Artificial intelligence
-

Transparency/deliberation decisions ‘automated’
Adoption of AI automation ethics to underpin decision-making
A set of regulators for AI decision making in government

Vision for government in Australia
-

Communicate strategic vision of government
Improve the narrative – citizens and their needs at the centre of all
comms (stop broadcasting)
Create and share a vision for Australia
Public engagement statement / policy program
National pride/identity – national focus/goals
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Whistleblower reform
-

Dedicated whistleblower protection agency
Appropriate whistle blower protection (e.g. along US lines)
An effective whistleblower protection regime that protects
journalists also
Whistleblower protection

-

Improved whistleblower protections
Whistleblowers receive a percentage of funds recovered
Clear communication and understanding in corporate government
– what are people’s rights, how to make it safe?
Whistleblower incentives (cash rewards – if concern is real)
More whistleblower protection
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